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Glossary of terms

AAA A. A. Associates

ASP Assessment and Strengthening Programme

CAD Computer Aided Design

EBT Earnings Before Tax

PD Program Description

PE Principal Engineer

PEC Pakistan Engineering Council

PM Project Manager

EOBI Employee Old Age Benefit Institution

FMAS Financial Management and Accounting System

FY Financial Year

GAAP Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

PMO Project Management Office

PPRA Public Procurement Regulatory Authority

QM Quality Manual

RE Resident Engineer

GAAS Generally Accepted Auditing Standards

GoP Government of Pakistan

HCS Human Capital Solution

HR Human Resource

Rs. or PKR Pak Rupee

RSPN Rural Support Programme Network

SBD Standard Bidding Documents

SESSI Sindh Employees Social Security Institution

IFRSs International Financial Reporting Standards

IT Information Technology

ITS Information Technology Solutions

KPI Key Performance Indicator

TNA Trainings Needs Assessment

ToRs Terms of Reference

USAID
United States Agency for International 
Development

USD U.S. Dollar

M&E Monitoring and Evaluation

MR Management Representative

NHA National Highway Authority

PA Principal Architect

YoY Year on Year

3-D Three Dimensions/Dimensional
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PA, 1932 Partnership Act, 1932

PAT Profit After Tax
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Tel +92 (21) 3568 5847
Fax +92 (21) 3568 5095

KPMG Taseer Hadi & Co.
Chartered Accountants
Sheikh Sultan Trust Bldg No. 2,
Beamount Road,
Karachi, Pakistan

Private and confidential 

Assessment and Strengthening Programme
Rural Support Programmes Network
Sector F-10
Islamabad

For the attention of: Mr. Ejaz Rahim
Chief of Party

23 September 2011

Pre-award assessment report on A. A. Associates – Planners and Consulting Engineers

We have made a review and evaluation of the managerial capacity and internal control systems of the A. A. Associates (“the Firm”) using those criteria established by ASP-RSPN 
per the USAID standards. Our review included tests of compliance with the Firm’s stated procedures to the extent that such testing was deemed necessary and feasible. Our review 
is not an audit of any financial statement(s) prepared by the Firm.

The management of the Firm is responsible for establishing and maintaining systems of internal controls and financial management. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and 
judgments by the management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of control procedures. The objectives of a system are to provide the management with 
reasonable but not absolute assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition and that transactions are executed in accordance withreasonable but not absolute assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition and that transactions are executed in accordance with 
management’s authorization with generally accepted accounting principles. We understand that the objective of those financial management and internal controls procedures 
comprehended in ASP-RSPN’s criteria per the USAID standards is to provide similar assurance.

Based on this knowledge and the review and evaluation conducted by our firm, we believe that current policies and procedures of the Firm carry Medium Risk for being sufficient 
for USAID/ Pakistan’s purposes, assuming satisfactory compliance of the conditions specified in the “Executive Summary” section of our report.

Further nothing came to our attention that would cause us to believe that subject to compliance with the conditions provided in “Executive Summary” section of ourFurther, nothing came to our attention that would cause us to believe that, subject to compliance with the conditions provided in Executive Summary  section of our
report, the Firm does not have the managerial, technical, administrative and financial capabilities to carry out the proposed USAID funded activities.

Yours faithfully,

5

Syed Najmul Hussain
Partner

© 2011 KPMG Taseer Hadi & Co., a partnership firm registered in Pakistan and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International, a Swiss 
cooperative.
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Executive Summary

Introduction

A.A. Associates is a 

partnership firm, engaged 

in providing planning and 

Introduction to the Firm
A.A. Associates (‘the Firm’), is a private consulting partnership
firm, formed in 1964 and registered in 1976 with the Registrar
of firms under the Partnership Act, 1932 under the name of A.
A. Associates. It’s registration number is 26137 and the
current partners are Mr A Aleem Khan and Mr Abdul Nabi

 The overall objective of the pre-award assessment, as
specified in the Task Order, is to provide reasonable
assurance to USAID/Pakistan that the Firm has an acceptable
organizational and management structure, accounting,
financial management systems and other systems of internal
controls quality assurance capabilities as well as acceptablein providing planning and 

consultancy engineering 

services.

current partners are Mr. A. Aleem Khan and Mr. Abdul Nabi
Pathan.
 The Firm has planned, designed, managed and monitored

a wide variety of architectural and engineering projects in
Pakistan and other countries.

 The Firm’s principal office is based in Karachi with a staff
strength of over 200 professionals, comprising university
graduates and para-engineering personnel

controls, quality assurance capabilities, as well as acceptable
policies, procedures and practices.

KPMG Assessment Methodology
 The pre-award assessment was carried out in accordance

with Program Description specified in the Task Order. A field
review of the systems and activities at the Firm was carried
out in accordance with KPMG Assessment Methodology

The operations of the Firm 
were divided into following 

graduates and para engineering personnel.
 The Firm has experience of about 45 years in planning,

designing, and engineering supervision of large scale
projects in the fields of architecture, structural steelwork
design & detailing, buildings, highways, bridges and urban
and regional planning, traffic engineering, environmental
engineering, community and social development including
municipal infrastructure.

out in accordance with KPMG Assessment Methodology.
 KPMG Assessment Methodology was based on the premise

that in order to successfully assume financial and
programmatic accountability for award, the potential awardee
needs certain minimum capacities and systems identified
from USAID rules and regulations and better practices.

 KPMG’s methodology for pre-award assessment evaluated
minimum capacity requirements for the potential awardee.were divided into following 

core functions:

(i) Governance and 
Management 
Structure 

(ii) Financial Management 
and Accountability 

p
 The Firm has engineered & supervised the construction of:

• Rural & urban highways;
• Around 320 bridges, including 15 in mega project

categories built on rivers;
• Cement plants;
• Textile spinning, weaving & finishing factories;
• Chemical & Pharmaceutical plants; and

p y q p
Assessment procedures were designed to:
 check current (where applicable) and possibility of

future compliance with the donor specific rules and
regulations;

 evaluate organization’s capacity for receiving the
future assistance based on a absorptive capacity
analysis;

System

(iii) Procurement System

(iv) Human Resource

(v) Absorptive Capacity

(vi) Monitoring & 
Evaluation

• Steel making and rolling mills.

Introduction to the Assessment
 KPMG Taseer Hadi & Co. (KPMG, we, us) was assigned

by the Assessment and Strengthening Programme, Rural
Support Programmes Network (ASP-RSPN) to carry out
pre-award assessment of the Firm. KPMG was mandated

 check that management leadership, organizational
strengths, quality of staff, and quality of processes
and procedures have the potential to support the
management of proposed award;

 assess the organizational capacity to manage USAID
advance funding mechanism per USAID regulations;
and

7© 2011 KPMG Taseer Hadi & Co., a Partnership firm registered in Pakistan and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member 
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Evaluation to carry out the pre-award assessment in accordance with
the Task Order shared with KPMG through email dated 05
August 2011.

 perform walk through and test on sample basis the
financial, management and procurement systems.



Executive Summary

Methodology and Approach

 USAID’s relevant rules and regulations were referred for
guidance to determine the benchmarks against which the
Firm was to be assessed.

 Our key assessment procedures included:
a) Obtaining detailed understanding of the Firm’s

policies and procedures its organizational and legalpolicies and procedures, its organizational and legal
structure;

b) Obtaining detailed understanding of the Firm’s
operations during last three years;

c) Evaluating compliance with stated policies and
procedures;

d) Reviewing and analyzing the Firm’s progress and
management activities on key clients being served bymanagement activities on key clients being served by
the Firm;

e) Performing on-site visits to client office to review the
documentation and meet project staff;

 Based on KPMG’s assessment procedures, risk ratings
were assigned to each core function. The rating signifies
our understanding on the likely risk for proposed funded
project keeping in view the USAID’s rules and regulations.p j p g g
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Executive Summary

Risk Assessment Matrix

MediumMedium

Core Function Key Findings Risk Rating Page

Governance and 
Management 
Structure

■ Adequate legal and tax structure
■ Direct control and oversight by the Partners
■ Absence of internal and external audit activity

20

Financial ■ Existing accounting function has limited scope and capacity to handle financial reporting based on GAAP reporting 

HighHigh

Financial 
Management 
and Accounting 
System

■ Existing accounting function has limited scope and capacity to handle financial reporting based on GAAP reporting 
requirements

■ In adequate staff strength, qualification and experience 
■ Absence of project accounting, budgeting and fixed assets management
■ Strong payment control

23

Procurement ■ Absence of dedicated procurement function with adequate policies and procedures
28M diM di

MediumMedium

System ■ Low volume of procurement activity 28

Human 
Resource

■ Lack of formal HR policies and procedures 
■ Informal HR planning and performance evaluation process
■ Adequate staff skills and experience and low staff turn-over

32

Absorptive ■ The Firm’s business is focused on providing planning, designing and construction supervision of engineering  projects 

MediumMedium

HighHigh

Capacity and handling of project finances is generally the responsibility of the clients.  No past experience to manage and handle 
awards.

■ Past experience of handling large and complex projects complements to the absorptive capacity.
■ The current state of accounting and M&E function assert very limited absorptive capacity.

37

Monitoring and 
Evaluation 

■ Absence of M&E function appropriately supported by policies and procedures
■ Project level review and supervision was observed though cannot be regarded as a substitute to a formal M&E function 39

MediumMedium

MediumMedium

Overall 
Assessment

A.A. Associates has developed a governance and management system suitable for its needs. Being a private engineering 
consultancy firm organized as a partnership, limited segregation of duties is prevalent in accounting & finance and 
procurement functions as the partners are actively involved in the day to day activities and functions of the Firm. Finance 
team lacks adequate capacity in terms of qualifications. An internal audit function has not yet been established. A separate 
and independent monitoring and evaluation unit for the purpose of monitoring and evaluation of projects has not yet been 
established.  

9© 2011 KPMG Taseer Hadi & Co., a Partnership firm registered in Pakistan and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member 
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Executive Summary

Key Findings and Mapping Exercise

Criteria Present Practices and Findings Implication Recommendations

Governance and Management Structure

External audit 
independence/ 
adequacy

 External audit is not being conducted.

Deficiencies in terms of completeness and 
accuracy of financial data may adversely 
affect the true and fair presentation of the 
Firm’s financial position for decision making.

External audit may be carried out 
through an external independent 
firm to augment quality of audit and 
enhance the credibility of financial 
t t tstatements.

Internal audit  The Firm has not set-up an internal audit function.
Absence of an internal audit function may 
affect the quality of the Firm’s control 
environment.

An internal audit function, with 
adequate authority and 
independence, may be established.

Financial Management and Accounting System

Capability of 
Accounting System

 Accounting system lacks functions and capacity to carry out project 
accounting and maintain project wise accounts and records.

Accounting system may not be capable to 
handle complex transactions  and provide 

Accounting system, may  need to 
be augmented to handle contract Accounting System accounting and maintain project wise accounts and records.

 Use of hybrid accounting i.e.. cash and accrual.
 Inadequate controls over input and processing of financial data in accounting 

software.
 Duly approved and documented policies and procedures do not exist for 

accounting.
 Adequate controls are placed  at receipts and payments transactions.
 Controls are in place for preparation of bank reconciliation statement s on 

periodic basis.

p p
financial reporting as required under GAAP 
requirements.

be augmented to handle contract 
accounting and financial reporting 
as required under GAAP reporting 
requirements.

periodic basis.

Adequacy of staff 
strength 

 Adequate staff strength keeping in view the existing  scope of accounts 
department.

 Inadequate staff strength within the accounting and finance function to 
handle complex accounting and reporting requirements.

Inadequate staff strength may affect the 
quality and efficiency of accounting and 
finance activities.

Accounting resources, both in 
terms of personnel and systems, 
may  need to be augmented.

Adequacy of 
qualification, skill set 
and experience

 Adequate qualification and experience of finance team in view of existing 
scope of finance department.

 Inadequate qualification of finance team in relevant disciplines so far as IFRS 
 GAAP  d

Accounting function may not be able to 
adequately manage financial reporting under
GAAP requirements.

Accounting resources, in terms of 
skills, may  need to be augmented 
to cater to contract related 

i  d i  or GAAP are concerned. accounting and reporting 
requirements.

Adequacy of scope 
of finance function

 Scope of finance function is limited as it only cater to the needs of the 
partners and tax reporting.

Accounting function may not be able to 
adequately discharge its responsibilities in 
relation to periodic financial reporting under 
GAAP requirements.

Accounting resources may need to 
be augmented.

Fixed Assets 
management

 Policies and procedures for fixed assets management do not exist
 Fixed assets records have not been adequately maintained.

The Firm may not be able to effectively 
manage fixed assets procured out of 

Appropriate fixed assets 
management systems may need to 
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Executive Summary

Key Findings and Mapping Exercise

Criteria Present Practices and Findings Implication Recommendations

Compliance with 
payment procedure

 No formal payment procedures.
 Approval from partners are mandatory for all the payments.

Absence of formal payment procedures , 
controls and delegation of authority may lead 
to in-appropriate payments.

Formal payment procedures, 
controls and delegation of authority 
may be implemented.

Project Accounting  Project accounting mechanism does not exist at the Firm Absence of project accounting mechanism 
may effect the quality of financial reporting.

Project accounting may be 
implemented.

Procurement System

Appropriateness of 
procurement policies 
and procedures

 No formal procurement policy exists, however, certain procurement 
procedures are part of the ‘Quality Manual’ developed and last reviewed in 
2002. Since then, no review has been performed . 

 Current procedures do not include procurement methods for different types 
of procurements.

 A list of approved suppliers available with the Manager HR & Administration 
was last revised in 2002 no subsequent revisions and reviews were 

Without formal procurement policies and 
procedures, effectiveness and transparency 
of the process cannot be ensured.

Review of exiting procurement 
policies may be carried out to align 
with pre-award assessment 
requirements. Formal procurement 
policies and procedures may be 
implemented.

was last revised in 2002 no subsequent revisions and reviews were 
evidenced.  

Dedicated 
procurement 
function

 No dedicated procurement function has been established due to the limited 
procurement activity. The partners have the ultimate authority to approve all 
kinds of procurements.

In the absence of a dedicated and 
appropriately trained procurement function, 
specialized procurement activity may not be 
possible. 

A dedicated procurement function 
may be established.

Compliance with 
policies and 

 No purchase requisition is prepared by user department.
 For some of the samples selected, Quotations and Purchase orders were 

Non-compliance with policies and 
procedures may increase the risk of errors 

Capacity building of staff on 
compliance with the Firm’s policies, 

procedures/ laws 
and regulations

not available. 
 Supplier evaluation forms were filled by the suppliers themselves and no 

supporting documentation were available.
 Supplier’s evaluation criteria do not include assessment of the following 

aspects:
- Evaluation of samples
- Evaluation of supplier’s capabilities and/or quality system
- Price

and mistakes. laws and regulations may be 
required.

A periodic supplier evaluation may be 
implemented.

Absorptive Capacity

Absorptive Capacity  The current state of accounting, procurement and M&E function assert very 
limited absorptive capacity to handle proposed donor related funds.

Limited absorptive capacity with respect to
accounting, procurement and M&E function 
may affect the handling of projects and 
project time slippage. 

Accounting & Finance, procurement 
and M&E function may need to be 
augmented to enhance the overall 
absorptive capacity of the Firm.

11© 2011 KPMG Taseer Hadi & Co., a Partnership firm registered in Pakistan and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member 
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Executive Summary

Key Findings and Mapping Exercise

Criteria Present Practices and Findings Implication Recommendations
Human Resource

Human resource 
policies and 
procedures

 HR policies and procedures are not updated since 2002.
 Incomprehensive policy and procedures of HR function.
 Non compliance with the documented policies and procedure of HR 

function.

Objective of HR management like orderly 
and efficient use of resources may not be 
achieved.

Adequate controls may be 
implemented to ensure compliance 
with existing policies and procedures.
Management may consider periodic 
revision of polices and proceduresrevision of polices and procedures.

Recruitment  Informal HR planning.
 Non compliance with the recruitment procedures.

Ineffective use of available resources. Formal HR planning inline with 
business needs may be 
implemented.

Trainings  Absence of annual training plan identifying resources and timelines for the 
required trainings.

 Non implementation of policies and procedure developed for training 
program.

Objective of continuous performance 
development to meet the business needs 
may not be achieved.

A TNA may be performed. 
A training plan may be developed 
on the basis of TNA.

Staff retention and 
employee turnover

 Absence of formal performance evaluation mechanism to evaluate the 
employees on their achievements and progress.

 Absence of formal documented staff retention policy.

Optimization of HR performance may not 
be achieved. 

Performance evaluation and staff 
retention polices and procedures may 
be formalized. 

Staff adequacy, 
qualification, skills 
set and experience

 Staff deployed on the projects deviated from the resource plan agreed with 
the client in project agreements.

Inefficient use of available resources. Resource allocation for projects 
should be formalized and reviewed 
and adjusted on a regular basis with 
the information\consent of clients. 

Monitoring & Evaluation SystemMonitoring & Evaluation System
Independence of 
monitoring and 
evaluation function

 Absent. In the absence of independent Monitoring 
& Evaluation function, timely project 
implementation, without excessive cost 
over runs can not be assured.

An independent Monitoring & 
Evaluation function with suitably 
qualified and skilled resources 
supported by appropriate policies 
and tools need to be implemented.

Appropriate 
structure/ 

 N/A. As above

segregation of duties

Adequacy of policies 
and procedures/ job 
description

 N/A As above

Quality Management 
System

 N/A. As above

Reporting and  N/A. As above
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Executive Summary

Award Obligation Conditions

Proposed Fund Flow Mechanism
Proposed fund flow mechanism for the proposed award
related funded projects:
 A separate bank account can be opened with a leading

commercial bank with branch network covering the
proposed project offices to facilitate operations of projectproposed project offices to facilitate operations of project
accounts;

 The bank account should be jointly operated by both the
partners of A. A. Associates;

 All funds against the proposed grant should be deposited
into the main bank account;

 The project accounts at branches near project offices
would be fed out of main account and used for meetingwould be fed out of main account and used for meeting
operational needs of the projects offices. These accounts
should be operated by the duly authorized personnel
comprising of Project Managers and any other senior
project officer at project offices;

 For proper accountability and facilitate financial
management all project related expenses should be paid
through these project account except for staff salaries,g p j p ,
which may be centrally controlled and transferred directly
to staff bank accounts; and

 All requisitions for cash requirement by the project offices
are directly transferred to project accounts out of main
bank account.

13© 2011 KPMG Taseer Hadi & Co., a Partnership firm registered in Pakistan and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member 
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Executive Summary

Award Obligation Conditions

Pre-obligation conditions

■ Provide an undertaking that a suitable partners’ succession plan has been put in place. 

Post-obligation/Post Disbursement Conditions

Strengthening of governance structure

■ Develop internal audit policy framework, manual and SOPs.

■ Revisit organizational structure and/or reporting lines to help achieve independence of risk-based internal audit function.

■ Hire suitably qualified staff and/or revise roles and responsibilities of current staff and provide necessary trainings on internal audit

■ Alternatively, the internal audit function can be outsourced to an organization providing such services.

Capacity building of accounting and finance functionCapacity building of accounting and finance function

■ Hire staff that has relevant qualification and/or experience in Finance function and revisit roles and responsibilities to ensure segregation of duties in Finance 
function.  

■ Devise SOPs for financial recordkeeping and book-keeping for complete audit trail on commitments, obligations and spending of funds from different sources.

■ Provide training to finance staff on budgeting, accounting, financial management, financial reporting and on fixed asset management.

Strengthening of monitoring and evaluation mechanism

D l  f k  li  l d d t il d SOP  f  i tit ti  l l d j t l l M&E ■ Develop framework, policy manual and detailed SOPs for institution level and project level M&E 

■ Revisit organizational structure and/or reporting lines to help achieve optimal independence of M&E.

Strengthening of procurement system

■ Update procurement section of Quality Manual , to incorporate relevant policies and procedures and provide training to staff on these to ensure effective 
compliance. 
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Introduction

Introduction to the Firm

Head Office 245-2-Y, 

Block-6, P.E.C.H.S (Off 

Share e Faisal), Karachi –

75400

Legal Entity
 A. A. Associates, formerly known as “A. Aleem Khan,

Consulting Civil Engineers” was formed in 1964 by Mr.
Abdul Aleem Khan. Later in 1965 Mr. Akbar Gul was
admitted to the Firm as a partner and the Firm was
renamed as "Akbar and Aleem Consulting Engineers" In

 The Firm has undertaken international projects as well that
include services on CALTRANS projects of retrofitting of
bridges in State of California, USA.

 The Firm has a Quality Policy that is approved by the Partners
in 2002, is documented in the Quality Manual and is also
displayed at prominent places within the Firm The policy

Tel+92 +21 3453 9884 

Fax+92 +21 3454 5287

Email 

info@aaassociates.com

www.aa-associates.com

renamed as Akbar and Aleem, Consulting Engineers . In
1971, Mr. Abdul Nabi Pathan was admitted as an
Associate Partner.

 The Firm was reorganized in 1976 under the name of A. A.
Associates with Mr. A. Aleem Khan and Mr. Abdul Nabi
Pathan as partners and is a registered partnership firm
under the Partnership Act, 1932.

displayed at prominent places within the Firm. The policy
includes a commitment to meet the client requirements and
continual improvement of the effectiveness of the quality
management system as defined in the Quality Manual.

Financial Synopsis
 In terms of overall financial position, the Firm's net assets

increased from PKR 33 million in the year 2008 to PKR 74

Discipline: Civil 

Engineering

Registered with PEC

Brief Profile
 A. A. Associates (the Firm) is a diversified engineering and

architecture consultancy firm with over 45 years of
experience in the planning and engineering of various
construction projects.

 The Firm’s principal office is based in Karachi with a staff
strength of over 200 persons, comprising engineers and

increased from PKR 33 million in the year 2008 to PKR 74
million in the year 2009 i.e.. a year on year growth of 124%
during the year 2009 followed by a 10.6% decline in the year
2010.

Table – A Financial Synopsis

2010 2009 2008
Amount in PKR'Registered with PEC

Registration Number 

CONSULT/66

Entity Structure -

Partnership

g p , p g g
Para-engineering persons.

 A. A. Associates have engineered & supervised the
construction of:
• Rural & urban highways;
• Around 320 bridges, including 15 built on rivers;
• Cement plants;
• Textile spinning, weaving & finishing factories;

Revenue 203,529,221 208,930,197 178,055,143 

Net Profit 16,246,606 55,473,110 52,271,780 

Current Assets 48,083,071 55,306,312 33,545,819 

Current liabilities 455,781 88,435 15,957,176 

Name of Partners

Mr. A. Aleem Khan

Mr. Abdul Nabi Pathan

• Chemical & Pharmaceutical plants; and
• Steel making and rolling mills.

 The Firm specializes in the design of long span segmental
constructed bridges in pre-stressed concrete and has
designed some of the longest span bridges in Pakistan.
The Firm has an edge by providing design and
construction services for large number of highways and

, , , ,

Fixed Assets 19,007,704 19,329,121 15,660,256 
Partners' capital account 
for the year less opening 
balance 50,388,388 19,073,888 (19,022,881)
Drawing for the year by 
Partners 23,791,264 30,043,752 32,931,422 

16© 2011 KPMG Taseer Hadi & Co., a Partnership firm registered in Pakistan and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member 
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bridges project for National Highway Authority (NHA).

Source: Company profiles A.A. Associates [August 2011]

Net Assets 66,634,994 74,546,998 33,248,899 
Net Profit Margin 8% 27% 29%
Source: A.A. Associates Financial Data



Introduction

Introduction to the Firm

A. A. Associates is a 

partnership firm registered with 

the registrar of the firms under 

the Partnership Act 1932 

having registration No  26137 

 The increase in net assets is represented by a
corresponding growth in operations and profitability. The
decline in net assets is due to drawing of profits by the
partners during the year 2010.

 In the year 2010, the Firm’s revenue amounted to PKR
203 million as against PKR 208 in the year 2009 The net

 Bridges is a major line of service of the Firm with 320
bridges projects completed to date. The Firm has designed
and supervised the construction of numerous bridges on the
river side with 10 such bridges on the Indus River. The Firm
also specializes in the design of longest span bridges in the
country which are constructed in pre-stressed concretehaving registration No. 26137 

and registered with Pakistan 

Engineering Council (PEC) as 

Consulting Engineers under 

Pakistan Engineering Council 

Act 1975 to undertake civil 

engineering works on 31 

203 million as against PKR 208 in the year 2009. The net
profit margin declined to 8% in 2010 as against 27% in
2009. The sharp decline was due to increased cost of
salaries and wages and increased fuel prices.

 The Firm has not availed any financing facilities from
financial institutions .

Services

country which are constructed in pre-stressed concrete.

 Highways design is also one of the key areas of the Firm and
has successfully completed some of the major highway
projects of Pakistan. The Firm also provides traffic
engineering services to a number of local agencies of the
country. Airport terminals are also a significant area of the
Firm’s servicesengineering works on 31 

December 1977. 

Services
 The projects and services of the Firm can be classified into

five major heads:
 Bridges
 Highways
 Industry
 Steel Detailing
 Marine Works

Firm s services.

 Industrial buildings design is another significant service line
of the Firm. The Firm has undertaken the planning and design
of a number of major industrial projects. Some of the major
projects include Cherat Cement Factory, Navena Exports,
Younus Textile Mills, Zafa Pharmaceutical and Sapphire
Textile Mills.

 Steel Detailing comprises of detailing of structural steel
work. The conventional way of carrying out such detailing
work through AutoCAD environment has undergone a
significant shift towards 3-D modeling with the support of
qualified Engineers.

BridgesBridges

Hi hHi hMarine Marine 
 Marine Works is relatively a new segment of activity

undertaken by A.A. Associates and deals primarily with the
design and planning of marine structures such as berths,
jetties, wharves, quay walls, access bridges, cofferdams,
bulkheads, dry docks and related infrastructure facilities.

 For further details and overview of the core functions

A.A. 
Associates

A.A. 
Associates

HighwaysHighways

Steel Steel 

Marine 
Works
Marine 
Works
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assessed as mentioned in the Risk Based Approach of
Section II “Executive Summary”, refer Annexure – A.

IndustrialIndustrialSteel 
Detailing

Steel 
Detailing

Fig 1 – Major Services of A.A. Associates
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A.M. Admin – Assistant Manager Administration & Human Resource
A.M. Proc. – Assistant Manager Procurement
Asst. Acct. – Assistant Accountant
Net. Admin. – Network Administrator
Support Services include – Drivers, Peons, Janitors
Secretarial Services – Librarian, Archives, Dispatcher
M.Tech Helpers – Maintenance Technical Helper
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Source: Quality Manual and HR Data sheet - A.A. Associates 
[August 2011]
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Core Function Analysis

Governance and Management Structure

1. Assessment Summary

Governance and Management Structure

Criteria Conclusion 
Risk 

Rating

Legal status The Firm was assessed to have adequate legal status and authority. Low

Taxation

The Firm is registered with Federal Board of Revenue as a partnership firm under 
Income Tax Ordinance ,2001 and was assessed to have adequate registration 
under the law.
Compliance with filing requirements under Income Tax Ordinance 2001 was 
observed and returns filed with FBR for past 3 years were evidenced.

Low

The progress and contractual compliance for the projects is monitored by PE/PA 

Dispute Resolution Mechanism

The progress and contractual compliance for the projects is monitored by PE/PA 
and the partners to ensure that rights and obligations under contracts are 
monitored and any deviations are timely managed. In case of disputes contractual 
provisions are followed for arbitration if needed. 

Low

Governance structure Both the partners are actively involved in monitoring and oversight of the 
functions and activities of the Firm. Low

External audit independence/ adequacy External audit is not being conducted. High

HighInternal audit The Firm has not set-up an internal audit function. High

Overall Medium
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Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Governance and Management Structure

2. Assessment of adequacy of function

a) Legal status
Benchmark
 The Firm should be a legally registered entity in order to

ensure that it has legal authority to carry out its business

Present Practice and Findings
 We observed that the progress and contractual compliance

for the projects is monitored by PE / PA and the Partners to
ensure that rights and obligations under a contract are
monitored and any deviations are timely managed. In case of
disputes contractual provisions are followed for arbitration ifensure that it has legal authority to carry out its business

in Pakistan and enter into enforceable agreements.

Present Practice and Findings
 A. A. Associates is a legal entity registered under the

Partnership Act, 1932. The firm was assessed to have
adequate legal status and authority.

disputes contractual provisions are followed for arbitration if
needed.

 As per the management no legal matters against the Firm are
pending.

d) Governance structure
Benchmark
 There should be an appropriate governance structure to

b) Taxation
Benchmark
 The Firm should have obtained registration under the

Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, applicable in Pakistan.
 Appropriate controls should be in place to ensure

compliance with filing requirements of Income Tax
Ordinance, 2001.

There should be an appropriate governance structure to
effectively monitor and oversee the functions and activities of
firm.

Present Practice and Findings
 Both the partners are actively involved in monitoring and

approval process also covering project deliverables to ensure
effective monitoring and oversight of the functions and
activities of firm.,

Present Practice and Findings
 The Firm is registered with Federal Board of Revenue as a

partnership firm under Income Tax Ordinance 2001 and
was assessed to have adequate registration under the
law. The NTN is 0655028-2 and date of issuance of NTN
Certificate is 04/09/2000.

e) External audit independence/ adequacy
Benchmark
 Auditing entities should be independent in fact and

appearance and should independently carry out the
responsibilities assigned to them. External audit should be
carried out through a reputed firm for ensuring quality of audit

 No instance of non-compliance with filing requirements
under Income Tax Ordinance 2001 was observed and
returns filed with FBR for past 3 years were evidenced.

c) Dispute Resolution Mechanism
Benchmark
 Appropriate arrangements be made to ensure that the

and enhancing the credibility of financial statements.
Present Practice and Findings
 External audit is not being conducted. The two pager financial

data of the Firm comprising of Balance Sheet and Profit &
loss statement are attested by a firm of chartered
accountants “Mushtaq and Co.” for the purpose of
submission to taxation authorities.
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Firm is able to defend its contractual rights and legal
actions instituted against it.



Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Governance and Management Structure (cont..)

 No formal appointment document was available to
determine the scope of services provided by Mushtaq and
Co. However, we were informed that Mushtaq and Co. is
the tax advisor of the Firm.

f) Internal auditf) Internal audit
Benchmark
 An independent and effective internal audit mechanism

should be inbuilt into the operating cycle. An internal audit
team with adequately qualified and skilled staff should be
established to carry out effective and efficient audit.

Present Practice and Findings
 It was observed that the Firm has not set-up an internalIt was observed that the Firm has not set up an internal

audit function.
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Core Function Analysis

Financial Management and Accounting System

1. Assessment Summary

Financial Management and Accounting System Assessment

Ri k 
Criteria Conclusion 

Risk 
Rating

Capability of Accounting System Accounting system has limited capacity to handle complex
transactions  (like contract accounting, valuation and 
measurements) and provide financial reporting as required under 
GAAP. Based on our observations and findings, accounting 
system is not capable of handling proposed donor related 
accounting requirements

High

accounting requirements.

Adequacy of staff strength Staff strength is not adequate to handle contract accounting. Medium

Adequacy of qualification, skill set and experience Skill set and qualification of accounts personnel is not adequate 
to manage financial reporting under GAAP reporting 
requirements.

High

Adequacy of scope of finance function Based on our review  it has been concluded that scope of Adequacy of scope of finance function Based on our review, it has been concluded that scope of 
Accounts Department is very limited. High

Fixed Assets management Mechanism is not in place to ensure proper acquisition, 
maintenance and disposal of fixed assets in the Firm. High

Adequacy of budgeting function Budgeting function does not exist at the Firm. High

Audit Internal and external audit is absent in the Firm. High

Compliance with payment procedure All the payments are approved by partners. Low

Taxation Controls are in place to calculate and deposits Income and 
withholding tax  with tax authorities. Low

Project Accounting Project accounting mechanism does not exist. High

Overall High
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Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Financial Management and Accounting System

2. Assessment of Financial Management and Accounting
system

a) Capability of Accounting system

Benchmark

 All disbursements from petty cash funds should be
supported by approved vouchers that are prepared in ink and
cancelled to prevent reuse. There should be predetermined
maximum limit on the amounts of individual petty cash
disbursements.

Benchmark
 Accounting and reporting systems of the Firm should

consist of methods and records established to identify,
assemble, analyze, classify, record and report on
transactions.

 The firm should use double entry bookkeeping system
which includes a general ledger, source journals, and
suitable subsidiary records

Present Practice and Findings
 Chart of Accounts exists with proper code classification for

each class of transaction and account balance. However,
there exists no procedure for periodic review and updating /
revising of chart of accounts.

 Recent financial data have been reviewed; this data consist
of a profit and loss account and a balance sheet Thesuitable subsidiary records.

 Accounting system should be able to properly segregate
costs. If the Firm has a subsidiary ledger which
accumulates costs by the award, then the subsidiary
ledger should be reconciled to its control account in the
general ledger.

 All the cheques should be properly accounted for; all
unused checks should be safeguarded; all voided cheques

of a profit and loss account and a balance sheet. The
numbers in these statements are based on cash basis of
accounting with adjustment of depreciation expenditure to
arrive at profit and loss figure.

 These statements are duly endorsed by the Firm’s tax
advisor for submission to taxation authorities for assessment
purpose.

 Double entry bookkeeping system is in use by the Firmg ; q
should be retained and mutilated; all cheques must bear
the mandatory signature. Firm should keep separate bank
accounts for different sources of funding.

 Firm should be able to establish a separate bank account
to manage proposed donor related funds activity.

 Bank reconciliation statements should be prepared
monthly for all accounts. It should be prepared by

y p g y y
which includes general ledger, source journals and supporting
records and vouchers.

 Account receivable is recorded as billed, revenue expenditure
are recorded on cash basis whereas depreciation is charged
on annual basis.

 Accounting framework is not properly designed to properly
segregate the cost among different project and support

someone other than the cashier or persons involved in
signing checks, processing invoices, or performing other
general ledger functions. Bank statements, related paid
checks, debit and credit memos should be received
directly by the employee(s) performing the reconciliations.

 The procedure for bank reconciliation should be properly
documented and implemented.

functions. A. A. Associates currently has no system to
maintain subsidiary ledgers which can accumulates the cost
by the sources and application of finances including awards if
any.
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Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Financial Management and Accounting System (cont..)

 We observed that:
 All the cheques are properly accounted for relevant

accounts.
 All the unused and voided cheques are properly

managed by Manager Accounts.
 All cheques bear mandatory signature of both the

b) Adequacy of staff strength
Benchmark
 Accounting and finance function should be adequately staffed

to ensure efficient execution of tasks assigned to each
personnel and avoid risks of errors and omissions in the
accounting records All cheques bear mandatory signature of both the

partner of the Firm.
 Firm does not keep separate bank accounts for

different source of funding neither separate bank
accounts are maintained for different projects.

 A. A. Associates, being a partnership firm, can establish a
separate bank account to manage proposed donor related
funds

accounting records.
Present Practice and Findings
 Accounts department is adequately staffed given the current

scope, responsibilities and accounting method.
 Accounting entries once posted in the system based on

approved vouchers are not reviewed to ensure their
accuracy.

 We observed that there is no restriction on editing offunds.
 Bank reconciliation statements are prepared on monthly

basis on pre defined format for all bank accounts
maintained in the name of the Firm. Manager Accounts is
responsible for the preparation of bank reconciliation
statement whereas cheques are signed by partners,
invoices are processed by Admin & HR department and
data is entered in to general ledger by the Accountant

We observed that there is no restriction on editing of
accounting records once posted into the General Ledger.

c) Adequacy of qualification, skill set and experience
Benchmark
 Accounting and finance team should be adequately skilled

through their qualifications and experience to be able to
maintain reliable and accurate financial records and to carryg g y

after the review by Manager Accounts.
 The day to day cash requirements of the Firm are met

through the petty cash. Before making any payments, the
Manager Admin ensures that there is a bill/ invoice in
support of the payment the expense relates to the
business of the Firm, and is approved by a partner and the
payment is for revenue expense.

y
out the duties and responsibilities assigned to them through
their specific job descriptions.

Present Practice and Findings

Name Qualification Designation Experience 

Muhammad 
Rizwan Sayani

Bachelor of 
Commerce

Manager 
Accounts

16 years 

 Manager Accounts is required to prepare a summary of all
petty cash expenses with appropriate supports attached.
The summary along with the supports is reviewed and
approved by a partner before replenishment of petty cash
limit.

Rizwan Sayani Commerce Accounts

Syed Furqan 
Hashim

Bachelor of 
Commerce

Accountant
10 years

Muhammad 
Imran Baig

Bachelor of 
Commerce

Assistant 
Accountant

10 years
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Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Financial Management and Accounting System (cont..)

 Accounts department staff does not have required
qualification and experience to capture the transaction
from its inception to its reporting in accordance with the
international financial reporting standards or GAAP.
Therefore in case the Firm is required to prepare and
report financial information based on GAAP significant

 All the assets of the entity should be adequately insured to
avoid any losses due to accidents or catastrophes.

Present Practice and Findings
 There exists no policy to verify fixed assets physically with

accounting records on periodic basis.
 Firm does not have pre defined depreciation policy to accountreport financial information based on GAAP significant

staff capacity building measures would be required.

d) Adequacy of scope of finance function
Benchmark
 TORs of finance function should envisage recording,

managing, evaluating, and assessing the performance of
firm The scope of finance function should also cover

 Firm does not have pre defined depreciation policy to account
for wear and tear of fixed assets nor are they required as
they follow cash basis of accounting. Currently, depreciation
is charged at the rates mentioned in Income tax rule, 2002 to
avail tax benefit.

 Fixed assets are disposed off at the discretion of Partners
and no documented policy is in place.

firm. The scope of finance function should also cover
strategic financial management.

 ToRs of all key staff in the finance department should be
developed, properly documented and communicated, to
ensure that every employee is informed about his/ her role
in the department.

Present Practice and Findings
 At the Firm, Accounts Department is responsible for

f) Adequacy of budgeting function
Benchmark
 Budgeting process should include budgeting techniques,

review of cost components, budget monitoring etc.
 firm should have authorized policies and procedure pertaining

to budgeting exercise.
 Budgeting exercise should be comprehensive and adequate, p p

recording of financial data in AA Accounts Package using
receipts and payment voucher.

 Accounts Department doesn’t process and record
sufficient information to segregate the direct and indirect
costs on projects.

 Job description and ToRs of all the key staff in the finance
function was last developed in 2002, since then no

g g p q
enough to cover all the aspects of master and project
budgeting.

Present Practice and Findings
 We found that no budgeting function exist at the Firm.

However; for projects, cost is estimated for the bid based on
the past experience of partners.

updation was conducted, moreover; these job descriptions
have not been communicated to the employees.

e) Fixed Assets management
Benchmark
 All assets should be recorded in the fixed asset register

along with their location, custodian and unique
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identification number (asset code).



Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Financial Management and Accounting System (cont..)

g) Audit
Benchmark
 Firm’s financial management system should ensure timely

conduct of audits and timely and appropriate resolution of
audit findings and recommendations.

Present Practice and Findings

 Statement of withholding tax along with challan is deposited
in National Bank fortnightly. However, no documented policy
is in place to ensure periodic compliance.

 Further, for annual tax assessments, services of a tax advisor
have been acquired which is also responsible for filing the tax
returns and other related formalitiesPresent Practice and Findings

 Mushtaq & Co., a chartered accountant firm, which is the
tax advisor of the Firm endorses the Firm’s financial data
on annual basis for filing to tax authorities.

 No formal audit of accounts is carried out.

h) Compliance with payment procedure
Benchmark

returns and other related formalities.

j) Project Accounting
Benchmark
 Project revenues and costs should be appropriately and

completely charged to relevant projects.
Present Practice and Findings
 A A Associates does not have any reporting and recordingBenchmark

 Policies and procedures for bank payments should be
adequately laid down. Arrangements should be in place to
ensure all bank payments are properly authorized by
competent staff.

Present Practice and Findings
 At the Firm all payments are processed as per terms of

project and with the approval of partners.

A. A. Associates does not have any reporting and recording
system that allows project accounting and costing.

p j pp p
 However, no written policy and procedure exists.

i) Taxation
Benchmark
 Sufficient and appropriate controls should be implemented

to ensure that applicable provisions of Income Tax
Ordinance, 2001, with respect to withholding of taxes on
payments to suppliers, salaries, etc. are complied.

Present Practice and Findings
 Manager Accounts is responsible for collection and

deposits of all withholding tax from salaries (u/s 149) and
from payment to supplier (u/s 143) of Income Tax
Ordinance, 2001.
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Core Function Analysis

Procurement System

1. Assessment Summary

Procurement System Assessment

Criteria Conclusion 
Risk 

Ratingg
Appropriateness of procurement policies and 
procedures

Appropriate procurement policies and procedures not available and 
the procedures documented in the Quality Manual are not 
sufficient and not updated since 2002.

High

Dedicated procurement function Dedicated procurement function is absent.
Low

Segregation of duties Due to limited procurement activity, lack of segregation of duties is 
M dibalanced by the direct control over the activities by the partners. Medium

Compliance with policies and procedures/ laws and 
regulations

Based on the assessment compliance with the procedures is weak
Medium

Adequate experience in procurement Due to limited procurement activity, experience of staff involved in 
procurement is currently sufficient. Low

Overall Medium
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Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Procurement System

2. Assessment of procurement systems

a) Appropriateness of procurement policies and
procedures

Benchmarks

 Procurement procedures were developed and last reviewed
in 2002. Since then, no review has been performed to align
procedures with the current practices of the Firm and
changes to procurement practices and regulations if anyBenchmarks

 Comprehensive procurement policy should be developed
which should provide rules and procedures for
procurement of goods, works and services. The
procurement policy should provide detailed guidance as
well as policies and procedures in respect of domestic and
international procurements.

 The procurement policy should adequately provide various

changes to procurement practices and regulations, if any.
 The current procurement procedures documented in Quality

Manual do not include procurement methods for different
types of procurements including a) procurement from local or
international suppliers, b) circumstances in which an open
competitive bidding, single source contracting may be used,
and c) specific guidelines for applying different methods for
procurementThe procurement policy should adequately provide various

procurement methods that may be employed in view of
different types of procurement to be made in an open and
transparent manner.

 Procurement policy should include guidelines for different
type of contracts, such as small contracts, lump sum
contract, large contracts, framework contract and
percentage based contract, depending on the nature of

procurement.
 Existing procurement procedures do not include reference to

standard procedures and forms prescribed by PEC for
evaluation of bids for procurement of works, pre-qualification
of constructors, engineering consultancy services; for smaller
projects, lump sum assignments, time based assignments.

 Procurement procedures do not provide control features over
contract negotiations such as documentation of minutes forp g , p g

procurement and project in case of hiring of professional
services for the project.

 Procurement policy should provide guidance in respect of
contract management/ administration and clauses for
remedies for breach of contract, liquidated damages,
certification and payment, after sale services, contract
modification and price adjustment, securities, dispute and

g
the negotiations, etc., requirement for panel negotiations,
etc.

 Procurement procedures do not provide guidance on the type
of contracts to be used in respect of major types of
procurements.

 Procurement procedures do not provide guidance over
contract management/ administration and clauses for

claim resolution, etc.
 Procurement manual should include detailed evaluation

criteria for the selection of suppliers and service providers.

Present Practice and Findings
 No formal procurement policy exists, however,

procurement procedures for purchases of equipment,

remedies for breach of contract, liquidated damages,
certification & payment and after sale services.

 A list of approved suppliers available with the Manager
Admin. & HR. We noted that the list was last revised in 2002
and its subsequent revisions and reviews were not
evidenced.
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technical assistance and general items are part of the
Quality Manual.



Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Procurement System (cont..)

b) Dedicated procurement function

Benchmark
 Separate dedicated function for procurement should be

established in view of specialized nature of procurements
to be made

Present Practice and Findings
 Procurements for computers, electrical and printing

equipment are normally made from authorized distributors of
that particular product. All procurements are handled by
Admin & HR department and are made on user departments’
requests Payments to suppliers are processed and recordedto be made.

Present Practice and Findings
 Currently a dedicated procurement function has not been

established due to the limited procurement activity as
mandated by the business. For specialized procurements
(e.g. Survey equipment) Principal Engineers are also
involved to provide the technical input However the

requests. Payments to suppliers are processed and recorded
by Accounts Department. All purchase orders and payments
to suppliers are approved by the partners. Direct control from
the partners for the limited procurement activity is currently
sufficient. However, if the volume of procurement activity is
increased proper segregation of duties would require to be
considered.

involved to provide the technical input. However, the
partners have the ultimate authority to approve all kinds of
procurement.

 The Firm also subcontracts professional services for some
of the tasks such as surveys and laboratory testing for
which Admin & HR communicates with relevant technical
departments for specific technical skills and guidance.

 Based on discussion with Admin. & HR personnel and our

d) Compliance with policies and procedures/ laws and
regulations

Benchmarks
 Appropriate controls should be introduced to ensure that all

transactions are carried out in accordance with applicable
procedures as well as laws and regulations. An effectivep

review of the procurement practices, we observed that
personnel handling the procurement activity have the
knowledge of procedures for procurement as prescribed
by PEC and PPRA. However, adequacy of knowledge and
skills for specialized and large procurements was not
assessed in the absence of such activity in the Firm.

p g
control environment should be evolved within an entity to
ensure that non-compliances are prevented and/ or timely
detected and rectified.

 A guidance mechanism should be established to ensure that
all personnel involved in procurement activities are appraised
with best practices, applicable laws and regulations and
revisions therein.

c) Segregation of duties

Benchmarks
 Procurement activities should be adequately segregated to

ensure that a mechanism of checks and balances is
introduced within the procurement cycle.

Present Practice and Findings
 Based on the selected sample of procurement documents as

listed in Annexure H we checked compliance with the
procurement procedures as contained in the Quality Manual
and noted that:
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Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Procurement System (cont..)

• No purchase requisition is prepared by user
department. Request to purchase is verbally
communicated to Manager Admin & HR.

• Purchase orders do not include the following
particulars:
– project code (for which purchases are made)

Present Practice and Findings
 Based on discussion with Admin & HR personnel and our

review of the procurement practices, we observed that
personnel handling the procurement activity have the
knowledge of procedures for procurement as prescribed by
PEC and PPRA However adequacy of knowledge and skills– project code (for which purchases are made)

– purchase requisition number
– warranty period (where applicable)

• For some of the samples selected quotations and
purchase orders were not available.

 Based on the selected sample of procurement documents
as listed in Annexure I we checked compliance with the
procedures relating to suppliers’ evaluations (done in

PEC and PPRA. However, adequacy of knowledge and skills
for specialized and large procurements was not assessed in
the absence of such activity in the Firm.

procedures relating to suppliers evaluations (done in
2002) as contained in the Quality Manual and noted that:
• Supplier evaluation form was filled by the supplier

himself.
• No supporting documentation was available in support

of the details filled by supplier in the form.
• Following information was not provided by the supplier

on evaluation form:
– Details of employees,
– Number of years in business,
– Comments by Manager Admin & HR; and
– Reviewed and approved by relevant authorities.

• Supplier’s evaluation criteria do not include
assessment of the following aspects:
– Evaluation of samples
– Evaluation of supplier’s capabilities and/or quality

system
– Price

e) Adequate experience in procurement

Benchmarks
 Personnel vested with the responsibility of procurement
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should be specialized, experienced, trained and capable of
contract management and administration.



Core Function Analysis

Human Resource

1. Assessment Summary

Human Resource Assessment

Criteria Conclusion Rating

H   li i  d d P li i  d d   t f ll  d t dHuman resource policies and procedures Policies and procedures are not formally documented.
Further limited procedures contained in the Quality Manual 
have not been reviewed and updated since 2002.

High

Recruitment Formal HR planning is not carried. We noted non 
compliance with the recruitment procedures . Medium

Trainings Training need assessment and planning was not evidenced. High

Staff retention and employee turnover Retention policies are not formally documented  Employee Staff retention and employee turnover Retention policies are not formally documented. Employee 
turnover is observed as low. Low

Staff accountability and performance evaluation No formal performance evaluation mechanism is in place to 
evaluate the employees performance. However, for salary 
revision purposes annual staff ratings are prepared.

High

Staff adequacy, qualification, skills set and 
experience

Project employees were observed to be adequately 
qualified and experienced. Low

Job description and Job specification Job descriptions and job specification have not been 
developed. Medium

Overall Medium
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Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Human Resource

2. Assessment of HR System

a) Human resource policies and procedures

Benchmark
 A firm should have adequate policies and procedures to

 While conducting walkthrough of the various transactions in
Admin &HR department, we observed that the procedures
stated in Quality Manual have not been implemented in their
entirety. Various non-compliances from the stated
procedures were observed.

 Refer Annexure K for Assessment Sheet A firm should have adequate policies and procedures to
govern its HR function. The policies and procedures
should be periodically reviewed for their appropriateness
and relevance with respect to the size and nature of an
entity’s operations.

 HR policies and procedures should be complied in order to
ensure that key operating resource is adequately managed
and utilized towards achieving entity’s goals and

 Refer Annexure K for Assessment Sheet

b) Recruitment
Benchmark
 Hiring of personnel should be based on a comprehensive and

systematic procedure. Transparent and competitive hiring
procedures should be adopted to ensure identification and
hiring of best available human resourceand utilized towards achieving entity s goals and

objectives.
Present Practice and Findings
 We were provided with the Quality Manual of the Firm

prepared during the process of ISO certification in 2002
and has not updated since then. The Quality Manual
contained a chapter on Human Resource providing brief
description on the HR procedures for the following areas:

hiring of best available human resource.
 Policies and procedures related to staff hiring should be

complied in order to ensure that suitable employees are
identified and hired in a transparent and competitive manner.

 Adequate planning of HR should be carried out and reviewed
on a regular basis in order to ensure that adequate staff
remains available/ identified for ensuring smooth operation of
firm’s activities.p p g

 Recruitment
 Training and Development
 Performance Management.

 The HR procedures do not cover policy and procedures
relating to the following areas:

 Complete documentation, as stipulated in the policies and
procedures, should be maintained in respect of all
employees.

Present Practice and Findings
 Human Resource Management chapter in the Quality Manual

provides procedures for recruitment. Manager Admin & HR
identifies suitable applicants by comparing applicant details

1. Business Code of Ethics
2. Basic work place rules
3. Placement
4. Job description and job rotations
5. Salary, Allowances and Benefits for Employees
6. Travel policy
7. Leaves policy

with the requirements specified in the relevant position
profile using the pre-Interview screening. Identified
candidates are short-listed for interview and on successful
evaluation through
• Interviews and
• One day on-job evaluation based on the position specific

activities and tasks, candidates are hired.
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8. Resignation, termination and retirement
9. Disciplinary actions

 All inductions are approved by the partners.



Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Human Resource (cont..)

 Following observations were made during the evaluation
of the Firm’s staff hiring processes:
 “Application for Employment”, as required under the

“Quality Manual 001 – Human Resource” for initiating
the hiring process, were not available in majority of the
cases selected

 Trainings included in the plan should be in accordance with
the Firm’s policy and should contribute towards achievement
of Firm’s goals.

Present Practice and Findings
 As per the procedures mentioned in Quality Manual trainingcases selected.

 “Employment Forms” were not available for recent
hiring. Candidates seeking employment are required to
provide comprehensive personal details on the
Employment Forms

 Copies of certificates/ degrees as an evidence of
educational qualifications were not available in certain
instances Only Graduation certificates of the

 As per the procedures mentioned in Quality Manual, training
needs for employees are identified during the performance
evaluation activity by the senior of the employee, or
recommended by the department and division heads and
documented in the ‘Training Needs’ section of the
Performance Evaluation Form.

 Manager Admin & HR is required to document each
employee training needs and recommendations to theinstances. Only Graduation certificates of the

employees were provided in majority of the cases.
 Personal files of the employees maintained by Admin

& HR Department contained employee contracts only.
No documentation relating to employee hiring,
performance evaluation and leave records, etc. was
available. (Refer Annexure K for testing details).

 A centralized HR planning is not being performed. Project

employee training needs and recommendations to the
Training Plan (HRM/04/005) and forwards it to the Partner for
approval.

 However, we did not evidence any such assessment being
carried out to identify the need for capacity development of
staff. Hence no annual training plan was available identifying
resources and timelines for the require trainings.

 We were informed that trainings were conducted for thep g g p j
specific resource plans detailing man hours required are
prepared and included in proposals to be submitted to
clients. However, project quality plans are not being
prepared for individual projects that cover resource
budgeting and planning.

c) Trainings

g
CAD operators to familiarize them with the standard and
working methodology of the Firm. However, records of
these trainings are not maintained by the Firm.

d) Staff retention and employee turnover
Benchmark
 An entity should develop effective staff retention policies,

Benchmark
 Training need assessment should be carried out regularly

to identify the need for capacity development of staff
which helps in adequate planning of staff development
plan and allocation of adequate budget.

 Based on need assessment annual training plan should be
developed duly indentifying resources and time lines for

linked with careful performance evaluation process, in order
to ensure that critical staff is retained and the Firm does not
suffer from capacity gaps due to high staff turnover.

Present Practice and Findings
 Based on our discussion with the management, we were

informed that the Firm have maintained the data for all the
employees as per requirement of their insurance company.
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the required trainings. Data relating to employee turnover is also provided to
insurance company on a periodic basis.



Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Human Resource (cont..)

 During our analysis of the employee turnover , it was
observed that during the year 2010 59 employees were
hired where as 51 employees left the Firm, which were
mostly hired on project basis. (for details of employee
turnover see Annexure L) We noted that the employee
turnover is mainly related to business activity and project

 On an annual basis performance grades ( A+ to D) are
assigned to each employee and these form the basis of
annual salary increments as approved by the Partners at their
discretion.

f) Staff adequacy qualification skills set and experienceturnover is mainly related to business activity and project
completion.

 Formal documented staff retention policy does not exist at
the Firm. Staff from the completed projects are preferred
to be moved to new projects.

 Turnover of head office employees was assessed low.

e) Staff accountability and performance evaluation

f) Staff adequacy, qualification, skills set and experience
Benchmark
 Key governance and management staff should possess

adequate skills and experience to effectively set entity’s
goals and objectives, strategize operations towards
achievement of those goals and objectives, as well as
effectively monitor and manage the operations in view of the
adopted strategye) Staff accountability and performance evaluation

Benchmark
 A mechanism should be implemented ensuring adequate

communication of staff responsibilities as well as
accountability and evaluation of employee progress
against KPIs.

 Performance evaluation framework should be developed
which should include KPI at individual and project level to

adopted strategy.
 A formal mechanism should be in place to ensure that

appropriate staff is allocated to a project in order to ensure
that client requirements and entity’s objectives are
successfully achieved.

Present Practice and Findings
 During our review of the project documentation it was

observed that staff deployed on the projects deviated fromp j
evaluate the performance of each individual and
substantiate the contribution of individuals towards
achievement of goals.

 Salary increments and incentives should be based on
performance evaluation.

Present Practice and Findings
 Based on our discussions with the Manager Admin & HR,

p y p j
the resource plan agreed with the client in project
agreements:

 “Ring Road Peshawar” and “Amri-Qazi Ahmed Bridge Over
River Indus along with Approach Roads And River Training
Works (Pack-2)” are over staffed projects.

 “Larkana Development Package I & IV” and “Amri-Qazi
Ahmed Bridge Over River Indus along with Approach Roads

we understand that no formal performance evaluation
mechanism is in place to evaluate the employees on their
achievements. The performance of site staff is evaluated
on the basis of the deliverables where as no such criteria
exists for head office staff.

 As per the Manager Admin & HR, promotions, salary
increments and bonuses are based on employee

And River Training Works (Pack-1)” are understaffed projects.
 Profiles of key management staff were reviewed to assess

the adequacy of relevant education, experience and skills
required towards carrying out responsibilities designated to
the employee. On the basis of our review it was concluded
that:
 Practice area leaders as well as top managers are
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evaluations performed on the basis of status of projects. adequately qualified in respective fields and have
remained involved in multi-sector cross functional
projects.



Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Human Resource (cont..) 

 Key management staff is adequately skilled and
experienced to manage Firm’s operations.

g) Job description and Job specification
Benchmark
 Job descriptions should be carefully developed in respect Job descriptions should be carefully developed in respect

of each staff position to ensure that most efficient
utilization of human resources is achieved. Performance
evaluations should be strictly based upon job descriptions
and targets assigned to the employee.

Present Practice and Findings
 As per discussions, job descriptions for each individual

position have not been developed by the Firm Howeverposition have not been developed by the Firm. However,
the Firm has developed “Position Profile Form” for each
employee containing the following information:
 Reporting Relationships
 Responsibilities
 Report ( Issuing/ Receiving)
 Education
 Work Experiencep
 Competencies
 Computer Skills

 These Position Profiles forms have been filled by each
employee for his area of work. While reviewing position
profiles for employees, we observed that the roles and
responsibilities for same job title and position were not
aligned.

 These position profiles are required to be reviewed by the
supervisor and approved by the Partner. However, position
profiles selected by us in our sample were not signed by
the supervisor and approved by the partner.

 Performance Targets are part of the position profile.
However, we did not evidence any performance
evaluations against these targets being formally
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documented.



Core Function Analysis 

Absorptive Capacity

1. Background

 Pursuant to the Program Description specified in the Task
Order for conducting pre-award assessment of the Firm,
an absorption capacity analysis was performed to assess
whether the Firm has adequate resources infrastructure

 A number of cement plants, textile factories and finishing
plants.

 Major contracts have been identified in the introduction to
firm. Synopses of the major projects has also been included
in this report. Refer Annexure – G.

 Though both partners are involved in all decision making thewhether the Firm has adequate resources, infrastructure,
experience and systems to adequately manage the
funding to be received from donor.

2. Conclusion
 The Firm’s business is focused on providing planning,

designing and construction supervision of engineering
projects where technical knowledge and experience is

 Though both partners are involved in all decision making, the
Firm’s accountability arrangements are not considered
adequate towards ensuring a rigorous mechanism that
ensures implementation of a stringent control environment.
Establishment of an independent internal audit function and
external audit by an independent firm of chartered
accountants is expected to strengthen the overall control
environment within the Firmprojects where technical knowledge and experience is

needed. Handling of project finances is generally the
responsibility of the clients. No past experience to
manage and handle awards.

 Past experience of handling large and complex projects
complements to the absorptive capacity.

 The current state of accounting and M&E function assert
very limited absorptive capacity to handle donor related

environment within the Firm.

b) Contract Management & Execution
 The Firm has history of successfully undertaking planning and

designing of engineering projects.
 The Firm has a formal system to identify and understand the

needs of the clients through Terms of Reference (TOR) /
proposals and contract agreements that are documented andy p p y

funds.
 The conclusion was based on the following factors:

a) Governance and Management Structure
 The Firm has adequate Governance and management

structures. Partners are involved in all decisions. Project
management structures are developed for large size

p p g
formally approved before initiating any projects.

 Checklist of contract management exits but is not being
applied before submitting proposals to clients.

 Amendment to a contract are documented, agreed upon by
the parties to the contract and timely communicated to
project staff.

 To assess the absorptive capacity of the Firm, we analyzed
contracts and all construction supervision projects.

 Regular progress reviews are carried out at project
management levels.

 The Firm has engineered and supervised the construction
of rural and urban highways of aggregate length of 10,000
KM during the last two decades;

 More than 320 bridges of which 15 are on major rivers;

major projects (Annexure – E) for time delays
 It was observed that, out of 28 major projects, 15 were

completed on time, 1 is in progress and 12 were delayed due
to different reasons. We noted that general reasons for delay
in project completion were:
 Administrative delays from client,
 Natural clamities,
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and  Change in government,
 Change in project requirements, and
 Shortage of funds.



Core Function Analysis 

Absorptive Capacity

 The Firm does not have an M&E structure at entity level.
However, project level reviews are performed by PM,
PA/PE and partners on regular basis.

 There is no formal process of conducting client
satisfaction survey.

e) Human Resource
 The current project staff is adequately qualified and has vast

experience in project execution in their relevant areas. We
did not evidence any project communications where clients
have raised concerns over the quality of staff deployed on
their projects Client satisfaction letters were available for

c) Financial Management and Accounting Systems
 The financial management system is not considered

adequate; the accounting system is not capable of
identifying and segregating costs so that the use of funds
may be identified, tracked and properly accounted for in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Accounts department staff though adequate and

their projects. Client satisfaction letters were available for
some of the projects executed by the Firm.

f) Monitoring & Evaluation
 As mentioned in relevant section of the report, an

independent monitoring and evaluation is absent. Though
project level monitoring is assessed as sufficient, absence of
an independent monitoring unit may affect the Firm’s abilityAccounts department staff though adequate and

appropriate for current roles, is not considered to be
appropriately qualified or sufficient in numbers to manage
reporting under GAAP.

 Subject to the successful completion of proposed capacity
building measures the Firm is expected to attain adequate
absorptive capacity to manage the financial management
and accounting aspects of the proposed donor related

an independent monitoring unit may affect the Firm s ability
to rigorously monitor and verify reported results.

 However, if the proposed capacity building measures are
adequately implemented, the Firm is expected to achieve
adequate absorptive capacity in monitoring and evaluating the
existing as well as additional activities pertaining to proposed
donor related project.

g p p p
fund.

d) Procurement Systems
 Subject to the successful completion of proposed capacity

building measures including modification of existing
policies and procedures, introduction of adequate
segregation of duties within the procurement process, the
Firm is expected to possess adequate absorptive capacity
to manage the proposed donor related funds.

 Keeping in view the requirements laid down by the USAID
rules and regulations, the Firm may required to modify its
existing policies and procedures for ensuring alignment
with/ compliance of USAID rules and regulations.
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Core Function Analysis

Monitoring & Evaluation

1. Assessment Summary

M & E Assessment

Ratingg

Independent M&E function that is appropriately supported by adequate policies, procedures and MIS was not 
observed. Operational reviews of the projects are carried out at various levels that cannot be regarded as a 
suitable substitute to an M&E function. Further, internal and external audit functions were not  evidenced. 

High
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Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Monitoring & Evaluation

2. Assessment of M&E System

a) Independence of monitoring and evaluation function
Benchmark
 M&E function should be independent in fact and

appearance and should be an independent overseeing

c) Adequacy of policies and procedures/ job description
Benchmark
 Policies and procedures for an independent M&E function

and its activities should be adequately laid down to ensure
efficient execution of duties by M&E personnel.

 Roles and responsibilities of M&E personnel should be clearlyappearance and should be an independent overseeing
authority, tasked with ensuring continuous checks on
compliance with stated policies and procedures.

Present Practice and Findings
 The firm does not have an independent M&E function to

ensure compliance with policies and procedures.
 Project monitoring is carried out by PE and the Partners

who are also involved in the overall management of the

 Roles and responsibilities of M&E personnel should be clearly
defined and should be set with the objective to achieve
effective monitoring and evaluation.

Present Practice and Findings
 As stated above project level status reviews and quality

assurance is carried out by PM /RE and supervised by PE /PA
and the Partners.

 These roles and responsibilities have not been adequatelywho are also involved in the overall management of the
project on a day to day basis. An independent quality
assurance function does not exist.

 External audit is absent. Financial Statements of the Firm
are endorsed by a firm of chartered accountants for
submission to taxation authorities for assessment
purpose.

These roles and responsibilities have not been adequately
laid down to ensure efficient execution of duties by the
above personnel and accordingly formal job description
documents stating the M&E roles and responsibilities were
not available.

 However, the Quality Manual includes certain roles and
responsibilities for the Firm personnel relating to quality
assurance. Further, technical proposal documents for the

b) Appropriate structure/ segregation of duties
Benchmark
 Monitoring and evaluation function should be structured in

a way to ensure adequate segregation of duties with
appropriate flow of authority and a mechanism of checks
and balances on the monitoring and evaluation activities.

Present Practice and Findings

, p p
proposed projects also include quality assurance and quality
control responsibilities at various stages of the project, which
in our understanding are not an appropriate substitute to
explicit policies and procedures relating to an independent
M&E function.

d) Quality Management System
 There is no separate M&E function within the Firm.
 Status reviews and quality assurance at project level is

conducted by the respective PM /RE. PE / PA and the
Partners provide oversight and monitoring of the projects.

 However, as the PE / PA and in some projects the
Partners are also involved into the execution of the
projects, appropriate segregation of duties cannot be

Benchmark
 The management has established, documented,

implemented and maintains a quality management system
with the view to continuously improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of the performance of the Firm to provide the
services to the satisfaction of the needs of its clients.
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ensured.



Core Function Analysis

Assessment of Monitoring & Evaluation (cont..)

 In order to demonstrate its commitment to quality and to
provide evidence of conformity to the requirements and
effectiveness of the operation of the quality management
system appropriate records are established and
maintained.

Present Practice and Findings

Present Practice and Findings
 The QM provides guidelines to ensure timely reporting and

remediation of issues identified at various stages of the
project. These include a Corrective / Preventive Actions
Report and a log of these issues with current status of
remediation is to be maintained by the MR on the projectPresent Practice and Findings

 The Firm has a documented quality management system
developed in 2002 and we noted that it has not been
reviewed and updated since then.

 While testing compliance with the requirements
established by the management as part of its quality
management system on selected projects, following were
observed:

remediation is to be maintained by the MR on the project.
The report and the log is also to be presented in
management review meetings.

 However, we did not evidence that the reports are prepared
or presented to the management review meetings to
conclude that the reporting system is effectively achieving its
objectives of timely reporting, remediation and follow-up of
the issues identifiedobserved:

 Quality objectives have not been established;
 Project Quality Plans for engineering and architecture

are not being developed for projects;
 Monitoring of the performance of quality management

system by the Quality Council through management
reviews could not be evidenced as no meeting
minutes were available.

the issues identified.

f) Management Information System
Benchmark
 A Management Information System should be developed in

order to ensure that management is provided reliable
information for making decisions and exercising effective

 Quality Improvement Teams have not been formally
constituted as required by Quality Manual to address
critical / major issues and resolve these with the
respective functions.

e) Reporting and remediation and follow-up of issues
identified

g g
controls.

Present Practice and Findings
 There is no system capability/ Management Information

System to capture data and information of projects initiated,
project timelines, progress reporting, estimated date of
completion, staff allocation and related costing, resources
utilized, reasons for delay and cost overruns.

Benchmark
 A reporting system should be in place to ensure timely

reporting and remediation of issues identified thereby
assisting the management to take timely corrective
actions.

 There should be an effective follow up mechanism in
place to ensure that corrective actions are taken on the

In the absence of a sound Management Information System
supported by database management systems; reliability,
accuracy and timeliness of data and information cannot be
ensured and effectiveness of the decision making process
cannot be ascertained.
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Annexure – A 
Overview of the Core Functions

Governance and Management Structure
Decision making
 As per the partnership deed “Both Abdul Aleem Khan and

Abdul Nabi Pathan shall take active part in the
management of the Firm and shall diligently and faithfully
employ themselves therein and shall carry on the same for

Regulatory Framework
 Being a partnership firm registered with PEC as consulting

engineers following laws and regulations are applicable:
 Partnership Act ,1932
 Income Tax Ordinance, 2001
 Pakistan Engineering Council Act 1975employ themselves therein and shall carry on the same for

greater advantage of the Firm. No partner shall undertake
execution of any professional work of business dealing in
engineering in his individual name and all such work or
business shall be contracted in the name of the Firm.”

 The partnership deed restricts both partners from
performing the following actions without the consent in
writing of the other:

 Pakistan Engineering Council Act, 1975.
 Pakistan Engineering Council bye-laws, 1976.
 Construction and Operation of Engineering Works Bye-

laws, 1987.
 Pakistan Engineering Council Conduct and Practice of

Consulting Engineers, Bye-laws, 1986

Tax status

Decision making power has 

not been delegated to staff  

writing of the other:
a) Take any apprentice, servant and/or agent or

dismiss any of them;
b) Advance or loan any monies or effects of the Firm.;
c) Except in the ordinary course of business, give any

security or promise for the payment of money on
account of the Firm;

d) Stand surety or give guarantee for any person or do

Tax status
 A. A. Associate is registered with Federal Board of Revenue,

with National Tax Number 0655028-2, as ‘partnership firm’
under Income Tax Ordinance, 2001.

Management structure

Partnersnot been delegated to staff. 

Partners’ approval is 

required for entering into all 

transactions whether 

financial or operational.

) y g g y p
knowingly suffer anything whereby the business of
the Firm and its property may be endangered;

e) Assign, sell, mortgage or pledge any of the Firm’s
property or his respective share in the assets,
profits and goodwill of the Firm;

f) Draw, accept or endorse any bill of exchange or
promissory note on account of the Firm except in

 Under the partnership governance structure, the partners are
vested with the overall powers to govern the strategic
direction and affairs of the Firm.

 Please refer Annexure B for synopsis of the Firm’s
Partnership deed.

Accountability environment
the ordinary course of business; and

g) write off the whole or any part of the debt or sum
due to the Firm

 Decision making power has not been delegated to staff.
Partners’ approval is required for entering into all
transactions whether financial or operational.

 The Firm being a partnership is neither required to have its
financial statements audited nor has engaged any
independent firm of chartered accountants to carry out
external audit.

 The Firm has not established any in house internal audit
department nor has it outsourced such function to carry out
internal audit of its activities.
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Annexure – A 
Overview of the Core Functions (cont..)

Contract Management & Execution
Scope of Services
 The Firm is registered with PEC for provision of following

civil engineering works only:

 These investigations are necessary for identifying those
specific operational and administrative constraints that
need to be reflected in the contract documents. A. A.
Associates have carried out pre-construction studies and
investigations for various project owners and
constructorsconstructors.

 Project Appraisal is also carried out including preliminary
design, technical, financial and economic assessment of
projects, cost-benefit profiles.

b) Survey & Investigations
 This area includes services relating to:

 site investigation and surveys soil surveys setting

PEC Service Code Description
S# Code Description
1 1201 Public Building and offices (ii) Commercial 

Building and offices (iii) Residential Building and 
Houses (iv) Hotels and Motels (v) Hospitals, 
medical facilities, laboratories, medical research 
(vi) Educational facilities & Complexes (vii) site investigation and surveys, soil surveys, setting

out details and plans, complete drawings for
construction, topography;

 collection of environmental and meteorological data,
and evaluation of requirements of detailed surveys;
and

 initial reconnaissance survey, preliminary reports,
logistics and communications, water and power

( ) p ( )
Recreation and sports facilities, stadiums (viii) 
Libraries, Museums, galleries.  

2 1203 Urban developments, housing estates, (ii) 
industrial estates, industrial complex (iii) Urban 
roads and surface drainage 

3 1208 (ii) Power transmission and distribution systems
4 1215 Tunnel, subways, rapid transit, (ii) Highways, g , p

resources, initial assessment of sub soil conditions,
final recommendations for selection of project site.

c) Design
 Complete Structural design and drawings of the project

infrastructure, concrete and steel buildings; special
structures such as cooling towers, silos, bunkers,

5 u e , sub ays, ap d t a s t, ( ) g ays,
bridges, tunnels, (iii) Transportation system 
services.

5 1217 Ports, harbors, marine terminals (ii) shipyards, (iii) 
dockyards, ship breaking yard (iii) breakwaters, 
revetments, beach protection.

6 1222 Land resources appraisal/use

 The Firm has rendered following range of engineering and
management services in the general discipline of Civil
Engineering to various clients including Government
departments, public and private companies:

a) Feasibility
 Major projects may require extensive pre-construction

warehouses, chimneys and stacks, roads, pavements,
bridges and culverts; foundation for boilers, presses,
turbines, kilns, and conveyors etc. This work is carried out
in consultation with plant and machinery manufacturers;

 complete architectural planning and development of
project scenarios for decision making, detailed
architectural plans and drawings, finishes, renderings,
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studies and investigations for planning the construction
operations and for identifying factors that may affect
certain aspects of final design.

interior planning and design, color schemes, furnishing
plans and schedules.



Annexure – A 
Overview of the Core Functions (cont..)

The Firm has rendered  

services like Feasibility 

studies, Survey & 

Investigations, Designing, 

d) Planning
 Preparation of master plans for the project

infrastructure, layout of manufacturing & other
facilities, housing, roads, pavement, services,
landscaping etc.

 Integrating the requirements of funding agencies

 Scrutiny of contractors claims and recommendations
thereon

 Weekly and monthly progress meetings and reports
Refer Annexure – G for synopsis of some major projects.

f) Project Execution – Process Flow
Planning and, Project 

Monitoring & Construction

Supervision.

 Integrating the requirements of funding agencies,
investors, executing agencies, plant manufacturers,
project sponsors and regulatory agencies.

e) Project Monitoring and Construction Supervision
 Construction supervision services have also been

rendered for various clients. The Firm delivers
construction packages on turnkey design construct

f) Project Execution – Process Flow
 The Firm has a formal system to identify and understand the

needs of the clients through Terms of Reference (TOR)
Proposals and Contract Agreements that are documented
and formally approved before initiating any project.

 Each contracted assignment is treated as a separate project
and unique project code is assigned.

 A Project Manager is appointed by the Principalconstruction packages on turnkey, design construct
basis. Construction contractors are selected by the
project sponsors and the Firm assumes responsibilities
in all respects for the assigned and agreed Program
Description.

 The general scope of services under this head covers
the following:
 Evaluation of contractor’s work plans, schedules,

A Project Manager is appointed by the Principal
Engineer/Architect in consultation with Partners.

 The Project Manager then constitutes a team including
Engineers and other members. The team members are
responsible for the activities related to a specific activity in
the project.

 Design Input and output requirement for each project are
determined in the project review meetings with the help ofp , ,

plant and equipment, staffing and management
capabilities.

 Checking sources of materials, supervision of
testing of materials.

 Quality control during construction, continuous
sampling and testing, compliance with
specifications, approved drawings and instructions

p j g p
the Terms of Reference (TOR) of the contract agreement.

 Project Team performs following activities to determine Input
requirements:
 Study and review the data supplied by client.
 Study additional available data/codes/standards/ by laws
 Identify field data required by TOR.
 The process of determination of design input also ensures

 Review of shop drawings and submittals
 Review of contractor’s construction methods,

sequences and procedures
 Maintaining plant and labor returns
 Preparation and issuance of variation orders
 Checking of quantities of completed works
 Review and verification of progressive invoices of

that these are in accordance with the statutory, legal and
client’s requirements. The Principal Architect/Engineer and
Partner clarify with the client in case of any ambiguities.

 Project Manager determines resources and time required
for field data and arranges for conduct of reconnaissance
of the project site.

 Project Manager also organize other requisite surveys and
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contractors, certification of progress payments investigation through personnel/subcontractors:
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 On receipt of field survey and investigation reports, field
and laboratory tests, data and results are checked.
Preliminary design engineering/ architect, cost estimates
and requisite reports are prepared.

 Design reviews are performed at the defined stages of
the design process by Project Manager to evaluate thethe design process by Project Manager to evaluate the
progress of design and development against the client’s
requirements as stated in TOR. Problems, variations and
deviations from the TOR identified during this review are
discussed and proposed necessary actions are agreed
upon.

 Requisite number of copies of preliminary design are
printed as per the contract agreement and submitted toprinted as per the contract agreement and submitted to
client.

 Client’s comments are received on documents
submitted. Project Manager then initiates preparation of
detailed architectural design, drawings and other
documents.

 These detail designs/drawings are checked by project
manager and any corrective actions required are taken.g y q

 Once the project deliverables are ready they are
reviewed by the Principal Engineer/Architect and partner
who review each copy of deliverable before handing
over to the Administration Department for dispatch.

 Manager Administration & Human Resource arranges
the dispatch of the drawings and documents and their
storage. The final deliverables are appropriately packed
before dispatch to the client to ensure safe delivery.

 After completion of project, hard copies of the
deliverables are archived.
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Brief Profile of Key Operational Staff

Experience 
(years)

S. No. Name Designation Qualification AAA Total
Engineers : (Head Office & Sites)

1 A. Aleem Khan Partner B.Sc. (CIVIL ENGINEERING) in 1954 35 57
2 A. Nabi Pathan Partner BE (CIVIL) in 1966, M.A.SC (CANADA) 1970 35 45

3 Amanullah Principal Engineer (Plants & 
Buildings) BE (CIVIL) in 1971 35 40

4 Munsoor Akbar Principal Engineer (Structures) BE (CIVIL) in 1990 12 21

5 Mahmood Yousuf Principal Engineer (Highways and 
B id ) BE (CIVIL) in 1990 11 215 Mahmood Yousuf Bridges) BE (CIVIL) in 1990 11 21

6 Muhammad Ibrahim Senior Engineer B. Sc. (Hons) in 1963, BE (Civil) in 1967 & M.E. 
(Structures) U.S.A. 6 44

7 Shahid Alam Senior Engineer BE (CIVIL) in 1999 7 12
Architects : (Head Office)

1 S. M. Khursheed 
Ahmed Architect DAE. Arch. In 1968 22 43

2 Uzma Asif Architect DAE (Arch) in 2005 4 62 Uzma Asif Architect DAE (Arch) in 2005 4 6
Quantity surveyors (Head Office & Sites)

1 Imtiaz Hussain Chief Quantity Surveyor TTS (Mechanical), DAE (Civil) - BA 21 30
2 Abid Ali Chief Quantity Surveyor DAE (Civil) - BA 2 25

3 Muhammad Naeem Chief Quantity Surveyor D.A.E (Civil) & Quantity Surveying Geometric Design of 
Highways 2 35

4 Ziauddin Ahmed Senior Quantity Surveyor B.Sc., B.Tech 0 35
Site Surveyors (Head Office & Sites)Site Surveyors (Head Office & Sites)

1 Mashkoor Ahmed Chief Surveyor D.A.E. (Civil) 2 2

2 Abdul Qayoom Bhutto Senior Surveyor D.A.E. (Civil) 5 10

3 Hassan Khan Senior Surveyor Diploma in Surveying 3 14
4 Ramzan Ali Juno Site Surveyor M.Sc (Physics) 2 2
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Financial Management and Accounting System
An accounting function has been established for recording
and reporting of transactions, headed by Manager
Accounts and supported by an Accountant and an
Assistant Accountant.

Structure of Accounting and finance function

Manager 
Accounts
Manager 
Accounts

Scope and activities
 Accounts department is mainly responsible for:
 preparing a list of all the vendors (suppliers of materials

and services) on 10th of every month and arrange their
payments.

 prepare cheques for payments.
 prepare Bank Reconciliation statements

AccountantAccountant Assistant 
Accountant
Assistant 

Accountant

prepare Bank Reconciliation statements.
 monitor temporary advances given to staff which

include travel, repairs and maintenance etc.
 advance payments for petty cash expenses and review

monthly expense statements.
 prepare summary of monthly expenses statements

received from REs of all project sites and submit to PE
for review and approval and arrange for the re-

Preparation of financial statements
 The Firm has adopted hybrid basis of accounting i.e.. income

is recorded when invoiced and expenses are recorded when
paid except that depreciation is recognized as per tax rules.

 Manager Accounts prepare a balance sheet and profit and

Fig a – Reporting Structure of Accounting and Finance Department 

pp g
imbursements.

 arrange payments of income tax, advance tax and
issuance of tax challan which includes tax deduction
from the vendors and clients;

 maintain staff loan register and record all deductions
made from the monthly salary.

 prepare Income Tax returns as well as Wealth

g p p p
loss account for each year ending 30th June for tax
assessment purposes.

Accounting software
 AA Accounts Package, an internally developed financial

solution, is being used to record and report financial
transactions.

Statements of the Firm and the Partners;
 prepare monthly statement under sections 140 to 142

of Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 for submission to
Income Tax department.

 control/monitor and keep record of expenditure made
and payment received for each project individually.

 This software provides a 3 level General Ledger with the
facility to generate MS Excel based reports. The software
includes voucher entry, chart of accounts, Trial Balance,
General Ledger, Second Level of Account etc. Its notable
features are:
 Supports Centralized Database Server
 Accessible through network
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 Generate reports in Microsoft Excel format.
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Financial Management system

a) Cash management system
 The overall responsibility for adherence to cash receipt and

disbursement procedures vests with Manager Admin &
HR with the close directions of the partners

 Signatures of at least two authorized signatories are required
to validate any transaction.

 Bank reconciliations are prepared by the Manager Accounts
at least once a month.

Payroll managementHR with the close directions of the partners.
 All receipt vouchers are counter-signed by a partner.
 The Firm has a petty cash imprest system in place with a

maximum limit for payment in cash fixed at PKR 25,000
(USD 290).

 The day to day cash requirements of the Firm are met
through the petty cash.

 Before making any payments the Manager Admin & HR

Payroll management
 The prime responsibility for preparation of payroll rests with

Admin and HR department which uses time management
system for payroll preparation.

 At the end of each month, the Accounts Department
forwards following information relating to deductions to be
incorporated in staff payroll:
 Advance against salaryBefore making any payments, the Manager Admin & HR

ensures that there is a bill/ invoice in support of the
payment the expense relates to the business of the Firm,
and is approved by a partner and the payment is for
revenue expense.

 Manager Accounts is required to prepare a summary of all
petty cash expenses with appropriate supports attached.
The summary along with the supports is reviewed and

Advance against salary
 Tax deductions
 Gratuity fund
 Loan installments

 Once the payroll is prepared, it is reconciled with previous
month’s payroll by Accounts Department to ensure accuracy
of the data.

 The payroll is reviewed and signed by the Manager Accountsy g pp
approved by a partner before replenishment of petty cash
limit.

b) Bank accounts management
 Partnership deed requires that the bank account shall be

opened in the name of the Firm with one or more banks
and shall be operated under the joint signatures of the
partners.

p y g y g
and Manager Admin & HR before approval by Partner.

 Salaries are paid through direct bank transfers or through
crossed cheques. Cheques / request for transfer of funds is
prepared by Accounts Department and approved by both the
partners.

Project costing mechanism
 The opening of bank accounts in the name of the Firm

requires approval from the partners. Further, operation of
accounts is also governed through written instructions
given by the partners to the respective bank.

 Mr. Mohammad Amir Khan (s/o Mr. Abdul Aleem Khan –
Partner) has also been authorized by the partners to
operate bank accounts of the Firm and sign cheques in the

 Project costing mechanism requires designating a single
project as an investment center, however; at A. A.
Associates all the routine accounting entries and project
accounting data is recorded using the chart of accounts
caption wise. Costs and revenues for individual projects are
not segregated and no reports / MIS are prepared to analyze
project profitability.
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absence of Mr. Abdul Aleem Khan. The signatures of Mr.
Abdul Nabi Pathan (partner) are mandatory for every
transaction.

 Currently, accounting personnel does not have the requisite
knowledge and experience to maintain and execute project
accounting mechanism.
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Budgeting system and functions
 Currently, the Firm does not have any budgeting function.

Keeping in view the business environment of the Firm,
budgeting function can be sub divided in to two parts i.e..:
Master budgeting and Project budgeting.

 There is no formal practice to plan prepare and monitor

Major procurements During 2008 – 2010
Description 2010-09 2009-08 2008-07

Office and survey equipment 95,400 321,164 29,000

Furniture & fixtures 141,876 152,528 -

Electrical fittings 66,810 199,430 -
 There is no formal practice to plan, prepare and monitor

Master Budgets. Project budgets are prepared to estimate
the cost and quote for the project, for this purpose
Partners, on the basis of their experience prepare informal
costing sheets.

Procurement System
Overview

Motorcars and vehicles 3,917,240 7,701,000 2,267,000

Diesel generator - - 910,000

Consultancy 4,769,938 3,658,029 1,829,581

Survey 6,755,264 6,657,292 1,144,220

Total 15,746,528 18,689,443 6,179,801

S  Fi i l t t t  [2008 2010]Overview
 Procurement activity is assigned to Admin & HR

department and it is supervised directly by the partners.
However, a dedicated procurement function has not been
established.

 As the business of the Firm involves planning, designing
and supervision of engineering projects, the procurement
activity is generally focused on acquisition of general office

Source: Financial statements [2008 -2010]

Procurement Process
 Quality Manual of the Firm specifies procurement process.

Following is an overview of the procurement process:
 A list of approved suppliers is maintained by the Manager

HR and Administration.y g y q g
stationery, computers and printing equipment. In addition
the Firm also acquires services like surveys, laboratory
testing and soil investigation on need basis.

 Procurement of construction equipment and related
materials on projects supervised by the Firm is done by
the construction contractors themselves.

 For the specialized nature of the computers and printing

 Suppliers’ capability to supply the goods or provide a
service to the Firm is evaluated based on the following
factors:
- Customer base for supply of similar products and

services
- Production and quality management
- Certifications from ISO

equipment, procurement of branded items is preferred
from the authorized suppliers to ensure quality and
reliability.

 Table, provided herewith, shows the volume of
procurement activity over the past three years:

- Market reputation
- Capability of timely delivery of material/services

 User departments are required to prepare purchase
requisitions on specified format as and when they need
any material/service. Specifications of material/service
requisitioned are clearly defined and supported by the
samples or drawings as needed.
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 Manager Admin. & HR is responsible to invite the
quotations from the approved list of suppliers/ service
providers.
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 Quotations received are forwarded to the partner. On
the basis of technical and/ or financial grounds supplier/
service provider is selected by partner. Purchase order
is signed by partner and communicated to supplier/
service provider. In case of purchases of services,
contract is signed with service provider by authorized

• Payroll processing in coordination with accounts
department

• Completing the exit formalities of the outgoing staff.

 Admin. & HR function is also responsible for carrying out
administrative functions and procurement of the Firmcontract is signed with service provider by authorized

signatories as nominated by partners.
 Equipment and stationery items are received at stores

with invoice from the suppliers. Stores personnel
checks the quantity of the items received with
purchase order.

 Inspection is done by relevant department and after
inspection invoice is signed by relevant departmental

administrative functions and procurement of the Firm.
 HR management procedures were developed in 2002 as part

of the Quality Manual. However, these procedures were not
reviewed and updated since the development of the manual.
Refer Annexure J for synopsis on the above procedures as
contained in the Quality Manual.

inspection invoice is signed by relevant departmental
head and invoice is sent to Manager Admin & HR for
payment processing. Accounts department prepares
payment voucher and the cheque which is signed by
the partners.

Human Resource
 Administration & Human Resource function is headed by

Admin & HR 
Manager

y
Manager – Admin. & HR and is also responsible for the HR
management for the Firm comprising of over 200
employees. The function is supervised by the Partners,
who provide policy guidance and approvals for HR related
matters.

 Manager Admin & HR is supported by a team of twelve
members including two Assistant Managers, three Office

Assistant 
Manager HR

Office 
Assistants Support Staff

Assistant 
Manager 

Procurement

Office 
Assistants Support Staff

Assistants and six as support staff.
 Key HR related activities designated to the Admin & HR

function are as follows:
• Providing assistance in manpower planning;
• Developing position profiles in consultation with

partners and principal engineers;
• Managing staff hiring process;

Fig b – Reporting Structure of Admin & HR
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• Conducting periodic staff performance evaluations;
• Training and development
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Office Management and Administration & Support staff

S. 
No. Name Designation Qualification Experience

AAA Total

1 A h  M h d Abd l Q M  Ad i  &   H R MA Economics in 1992, B. Com in 1986, 22 261 Agha Muhammad Abdul Qayoom Manager Admin &   H.R. co o cs 99 , Co 986,
ICMA 22 26

2 Imran Ahmed Khan Assistant Admin Manager B.Com 15 17

3 Muhammad Sohaib Raza Assistant Manager Procurement B.Com 2 4

4 Muhammad Rizwan Sayani Manager Accounts B. Com in 1994 2 16

5 S. Furqan Hashim Accountant B.Com 9 10q

6 Muhammad Imran Baig Assistant Accountant B.Com in 1998 6 10

7 Muhammad Qasim I.T Manager B.S in 2006 9 14

8 Asif Mushir Network Incharge B.Com 16 17

9 Adeel Hussain IT Assistant B.A (Economics) in 2006 16 16

A.A. Associates Key Staff Strength 

Designation Number of Staff

Engineers 49

Architects 2

Material Engineer & Inspectors (Sites) 14

Quantity Surveyors (Head Office & Sites) 18Quantity Surveyors (Head Office & Sites) 18

Surveyors (Head Office & Sites) 19

Site Inspectors 22

Lab Technicians 18

CAD Operators (Head Office) 46

Admin. & HR Department 3

Accounts Department 3
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Accounts Department 3

IT Department 7

Total 201
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Roles Responsibilities 

 Approve Position Profiles for all levels and grades in the Firm.
 Conduct Annual Performance Evaluations of department heads.
 Approve Training Plan and ensure that all staff are adequately trained..

Communicate with the clients regarding all matters related to contracts

Partners

 Communicate with the clients regarding all matters related to contracts.
 Negotiate and sign the consultancy agreement with the client and also monitor the satisfactory fulfillment’s of the contractual obligations.
 Approve the amendments to the submitted proposals and contracts.
 Approve corrective and preventive actions against client complaint, in respect of non discharge of contract and lack of performance.
 Approve all Purchase Orders.
 Appoint Project Managers for each project.
 Review and approve the Project Quality Plan Review and approve the Project Quality Plan.
 Communicate with clients on matters related to the respective contracts.

Manager 

 Maintain completed and approved position profiles.
 Maintain database of candidates.
 Maintain current employee records.g

Administration 
and Human 
Resource

p y
 Maintain human resources tools (templates and forms).
 Maintain employees records.
 Review all the Purchase Orders.
 Evaluate the suppliers on the basis of their past performance.
 Monitor the performance of regular suppliers.

Principal 
Engineer

 Receive client inquiries and preparation and submission of technical / financial proposals to clients.
 Initiate and approve any amendment to the contract in consultation with partners and for providing amendment information to Project 

Managers.
 Handling clients’ complaints (in respect of non discharge of contract and lack of performance).
 Manage and guide respective design teams through Project Managers. Also responsible to ensure that Quality Policy is implemented in their 

respective departments
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Source: Quality manual - A.A. Associates [August 
2011]

respective departments.
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Roles Responsibilities

Project 
Manager

 Execute the project in accordance in accordance with client requirements as stated in Terms of Reference (TOR) or contract agreements, 
including the amendments and handling client complaints.

 Work closely under the direction of Principal Engineer to execute the tasks as per TOR and time schedule.
 Implement Project Quality Plan for Architect (PR/04/001)/ Project Quality Plan for Engineering (PR/04/002) Implement Project Quality Plan for Architect (PR/04/001)/ Project Quality Plan for Engineering (PR/04/002)
 Arrange and organize Project Team comprising engineers, drafters and Quality Control group.
 Guide and direct engineers and team members.
 Maintain the supporting documents of the project including the changes and modifications.
 Plan, organize and coordinate the project activities.
 Ensure the use of allocated project code on all the related documents.
 Review the queries raised by client with reference to TORs and the contract agreement Review the queries raised by client with reference to TORs and the contract agreement.
 Coordinate with clients and concerned team member for resolving the queries and review remarks.
 Interface with the respective managers for the quantities take off and contract documentation.
 Respond through the Principal Engineers and Principal Architects for construction related enquires during the construction stage of the project.
 Handle the process for handing and taking over of the clients’ property such as equipment, computer software, surveys and data etc. and keep 

their record.

IT Manager  Planning of IT Activities.
 Implementing Security Strategy.
 Server Installation / Troubleshooting.
 Software Troubleshooting.
 OS Troubleshooting.
 Planning of overall network and its resources.
 Development, maintenance and updating of the Firm’s website.
 Implementation of new technologies.
 Contacting vendors for IT Department Purchases.
 Approval of all IT Department Purchases.
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Source: Quality Manual - A.A. Associates [August 
2011]
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Roles Responsibilities

Manager 
Accounts

 Record and deposit all cheques received from clients and confirm their clearance.
 Issuance of cheques and recording payments to vendors and parties and prepare Bank Reconciliation statement.
 Monitor temporary advances given to staff which includes travel, repairs & maintenance, etc.

Ad  t f  tt  h  d h k thl   t t t Advance payment for petty cash expenses and check monthly expense statements.
 Arrange payments of all utilities bills.
 Prepare a list of all the vendors (suppliers of material and services) on 10th of every month and arrange their payments.
 Prepare a monthly list of the staff and arrange payment of Employee Old age Benefit Institution (EOBI) and Sindh Employees Social Security 

Institution (SESSI) contributions and obtain their receipt.
 Issuance of petrol, diesel and gas slips to all the drivers and check and verify petrol bills received from the suppliers.
 Prepare summary of monthly expenses statements received from Resident Engineer (RE) of all the sites and submit to Principal Engineer for  Prepare summary of monthly expenses statements received from Resident Engineer (RE) of all the sites and submit to Principal Engineer for 

approval and arrange reimbursement.
 Arrange payments of income tax, advance tax and issuance of income tax challans which includes tax deduction from the vendors and clients.
 Maintain staff Loan register and record all deductions made from the monthly salary.
 Prepare Income Tax returns as well as wealth statements of the Firm, partners, contractors, vendors and maintain complete records.
 Prepare monthly statement under sections 140 to 142 for submission to Income Tax department.
 Disburse monthly cash salary to the employees who don’t have their bank account.sbu se o t y cas sa a y to t e e p oyees o do t a e t e ba accou t
 Control/monitor and keep record of expenditure made and payment received for each project individually.
 Keep record of expenditure of promotional activities for procurement of works.
 All other jobs as instructed by the Manager Accounts and Partners of the Firm from time to time;
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Source: Quality Manual - A.A. Associates [August 
2011]
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Monitoring & Evaluation
 M&E activity is not separately identified as an independent

function in the Firm’s organizational structure. However, at
project level, reviews and M&E activities are carried out by
PM, PE / PA and the Partners to ensure quality of service,
objectivity and contractual compliance

b) Project Monitoring Process
 Project monitoring process at the Firm is conducted at the

following three levels:
 PM / RE review
 PE / PA review
 The Partner reviewobjectivity and contractual compliance.

 An independent Internal Audit, quality assurance or
compliance function does not exist to ensure overall M&E
and compliance with statutory, regulatory and client’s
requirements at project as well as at entity level.
However, we were informed that the Partners and PE / PA
ensure compliance with regulations and quality standards
as outlined in the contracts for the projects

 The Partner review
 Each project is assigned a PM. Project activity and outputs

are monitored by PM to ensure correctness of inputs and
outputs in the form of design, drawings, reports and related
documents. PM is also responsible to identify, resolve and
escalate to an appropriate level any issues on the project.

 REs are responsible for ensuring compliance with project
requirements and contractual terms and conditions at theas outlined in the contracts for the projects.

 We were informed that periodic assessment of planning
and designing projects is carried out during various stages
of the project by the respective PM. For construction
supervision projects, RE monitors the project progress and
prepares a monthly progress report for each project that is
forwarded to the client and the Partners.

 Management review meetings are conducted to ensure

requirements and contractual terms and conditions at the
construction supervision site.

 Project progress is reviewed by the Partners on a regular
basis.

 For construction supervision projects, Monthly Progress
Report is prepared by the RE stating the stage of completion
of the project in terms of physical and financial progress and
is submitted to client after the review by the PM, PE / PA andg g

conformance with quality standards and identify necessary
control actions to address any quality or compliance issues
for the projects in progress.

a) Quality Policy
 The Firm has a Quality Policy that is approved by the

Partners, is documented in the Quality Manual and is also

y , /
the Partner. Site inspection is also carried out by PM on need
basis.

 Final review of the deliverables (plans and designs) is carried
out by the PE / PA and the Partner before submission to the
client to ensure all the verification and validation activities are
carried out and end product is according to specific client
requirements. Any deviation from specified requirements is

displayed at prominent places within the Firm. The policy
includes a commitment to meet the client requirements
and continual improvement of the effectiveness of the
quality management system as defined in the Quality
Manual.

 We were informed that the management periodically
monitors the continuing suitability of Quality Policy and its

sent back to respective PM for correction.

c) HR time monitoring
 All project roles are identified and defined clearly in the

technical proposal submitted to client. Staff commitments
are planned accordingly and any change in the designated
personnel is agreed with client in writing as per the
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objectives in the management review meetings. provisions of the contract.
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 For field staff, RE reviews and approves the timesheets
that are forwarded to Admin & HR department on a
monthly basis. In addition the timesheets are also
reviewed by the client appointed project supervisors. For
staff at HO, daily time is recorded and allocated to projects
by Admin & HR through the “Time Management System”by Admin & HR through the Time Management System .

 However, based on our review of time records and
discussions with the management, comparative analyses
of actual and planned time on projects were not
evidenced.

d) Change Management
 Any changes /amendments to the scope of the project orAny changes /amendments to the scope of the project or

the related contractual arrangements is discussed with the
client by PE / PA. However, internal consultations are
made with the respective PMs and REs before the final
approval by the Partners. Changes once finalized are
communicated to the respective PMs and REs.
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Annexure – B
Synopsis of Partnership Deed

 Name of firm – A. A. Associates 
 Office Address – 26-A, Sajjad Square, Shaheed-e-Millat Road, Karachi-8
 Partners Name –

 Abdul Aleem Khan
 Abdul Nabi Pathan

 Capital  requirement – The capital for the Firm is required to be invested equally by the partners  Partners at any time can  Capital  requirement – The capital for the Firm is required to be invested equally by the partners. Partners at any time can 
determine to increase, reduce or alter the capital of the Firm, however any disparity in the share capital of the partners would
not affect their share in profit & loss.

 Profit & loss sharing – The profit and loss of the business are required to be shared equally between the two partners. A 
portion of the profit is also to be set aside as “The Reserve Fund”, the amount and purpose of which is to be decided by the 
mutual consent of the partners. 
Each partner is required not to withdraw funds for personal use exceeding Rs. 3000 (Three Thousand Only).

 Firm’s management – Both the partners are required to work actively for the business and act with diligence and sincerity   Firm s management Both the partners are required to work actively for the business and act with diligence and sincerity. 
Also, no partner is required to undertake work in his individual name and therefore, all the work of the partners is required to
be carried out in the name of the business. 

A joint bank account is required to be opened under the name of the Firm. Proper books of accounts containing all the 
business transactions carried out by the business are required to be maintained by the partners.

Matters such as hiring and firing of staff, advancing loans, providing security or promise for the payment of money on account g g , g , p g y p p y y
of the Firm for non-routine transactions, assigning and mortgaging of firm’s property, accepting or endorsing any bill of 
exchange on account of the Firm for non-routine transactions and writing off the debt of the Firm are required to be carried out 
by the mutual consent of the partners in writing.

In case of any dispute between the partners, an arbitration of two arbitrators, each partner selecting his own, is required to be 
set up to resolve the matter and if the matter requires further inquiry, an umpire is required to be appointed by the said 
arbitrators for the resolution of the dispute.
A decision on any matter not addresses by the partnership agreement is required to be taken after mutual consensus of the 
partners.

 Retirement – In case a partner retires, die or is incapacitated for any reasons, his statement of accounts is required to be 
taken and settled within three calendar months from the date of any such event.  The cost of this provision is required to be
borne by the remaining partners.
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 Dissolution – Upon the dissolution of the Firm, all the assets of firm, after discharging the liabilities and debts, is required to 
be distributed equally between the partners.
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List of Key Persons Interviewed

S. NO. NAME DESIGNATION

1 Mahmood Yousuf Principal Engineer (Highways and Bridges)

2 Agha Muhammad Abdul Qayoom Manager Admin &   H.R.

3 Imran Ahmed Khan Assistant Admin Manager

4 Muhammad Sohaib Raza Assistant Manager Procurement

5 Muhammad Rizwan Sayani Manager Accounts

6 S. Furqan Hashim Accountant

7 Muhammad Imran Baig Assistant Accountant

8 Muhammad Qasim I.T Manager
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Annexure – D
List of Key Documents Reviewed

 Partnership deed

 Certificate of registration

 Authority letter – List of authorized signatories other than partner

 Organogram and Organizational structure

 Personal files of staff

 List of employees

 CVs of key management personnel 

 Summary of projects Summary of projects

 Copy of contracts with clients

 Copy of contract with service provider/ outsourcing arrangements

 Project correspondence files

 Support documents for procurement activity

 Financial data 2010, 2009 and 2008

 Bank reconciliation statements

 List of bank accounts

 NTN Certificate

 Income tax return for tax year 2010

 Firm profile

 Quality Manual
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Annexure – E
List of Key Projects

S  N P j  D i i E l N  f P j V l  S  C d A l D l R  f  D lS. No. Project Description Employer Nature of Project Value 
(PKR 

million)

Start 
Date

Contracted 
Completion 

Date

Actual 
Completion 

Date

Delay Reasons for Delay

1 Consultancy Service for 
Construction of 50 Cusecs 
Drainage of Waste 
Water/Effluent Channel from 
Mining Area of Thar Coal Field

Sindh Irrigation and 
Drainage Authority 
(SIDA)

F,S,D 4.30 Mar-11 Jun-11 Jun-11 - -

Mining Area of Thar Coal Field

2 Design and Detailed Supervision 
of Construction of 05 (Five) 
Bridges In DI Khan, Battagram 
and Mansehra in Khyber 
Pakhtunkhaw

Government of 
Khyber Pakhtunkhaw 
Director General 
Flood Damages 
Restoration Project 
(FDRP) C&W 
Department

S, Q, D, P, C 2.37 Feb-11 Apr-11 Apr-11 - -

Department

3 Design and Detailed Supervision 
of Construction of 03 (Three) 
Bridges In Malakand and 
Charsadda in Khyber 
Paktunkhaw

Government of 
Khyber Pakhtunkhaw 
Director General 
Flood Damages 
Restoration Project 
(FDRP) C&W 
Department

S, Q, D, P, C 3.04 Feb-11 Apr-11 Apr-11 - -

4 Feasibility Study and Design for 
Restoration of Flood Damages 
Works on Provincial Highways

Frontier Highways 
Authority (FHA)

D 1.05 Feb-11 Apr-11 May-11 1 month Project delays about a 
month due to inclement 
conditions and delay in 
Soil Investigation at site 
due to presence of 
extremely hard rock)

5 Planning  Designing  Peshawar S  Q  D  P  C 29 43 Jun-10 Jun-12 In progress - -5 Planning, Designing, 
Upgradation & Remodeling of 
Ring Road (Southern Section) 
including Road Detouring 
Hayatabad Peshawar and 
Construction supervision

Peshawar 
Development 
Authority

S, Q, D, P, C 29.43 Jun-10 Jun-12 In progress - -

6 Detailed Design and 
Construction Supervision for 

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

S, Q, D, P, C 68.62 Apr-10 Apr-12 In progress - Project is at hold by the 
Client NHA after flood 
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Annexure – E
List of Key Projects

S  N P j  D i i E l N  f P j V l  S  C d A l D l R  f  D lS. No. Project Description Employer Nature of Project Value 
(PKR 

million)

Start 
Date

Contracted 
Completion 

Date

Actual 
Completion 

Date

Delay Reasons for Delay

7 Detailed Design of Bridge over 
River Indus connecting Jherruk 
and Mulla Katyar

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

F, S, D , P 15.98 Jun-10 Dec-10 In progress - Project is at hold by the 
Client NHA after flood 
2010)

8 Design of Dualization of Sukkur National Highway S, Q, D 1.6 Feb-09 May-09 May-09 - -8 Design of Dualization of Sukkur 
Bypass from Km 4+700 to Km 
11+000

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

S, Q, D 1.6 Feb 09 May 09 May 09

9 Construction Supervision of 
Amri-Kazi Ahmed Bridge over 
River Indus alongwith approach 
Roads and River Training Works

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

C, Q 44.55 May-10 May-12 In progress - -

10 D i  & C i  N i l Hi h  C Q S D P F 26 37 J 09 J 10 J 1010 Design & Construction 
Supervision of Larkana-Naudero-
Lakhi road 61 Kms

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

C,Q,S,D,P,F 26.37 Jun-09 Jun-10 Jun-10 - -

11 Construction Supervision of 
Approach Roads and River 
Training Works for Bridge over 
River Indus connecting Larkana 
and Khairpur (Package I & IV)

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

C, Q 18.82 May-09 Nov-10 In progress - Design Completed 
Construction is in 
progress. Pace of work 
is effected due to flood 
of 2010 and due to and Khairpur (Package I & IV) of 2010 and due to 
release of payments to 
the contractor

12 Feasibility Study for location of 
Khushalghar Bridge over River 
Indus due to construction of 
Kalabagh Dam

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

F, S 1.28 Oct-04 Jan-05 Jan-05 - -

13 Feasibility Study and Design for 
Remedial works of Makran 
Coastal Highway

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

F, S, D 13.00 May-08 Nov-08 In progress - Project is at hold for the 
difficulties in Access to 
site due to law and 
order situation in 
Balochistan

14 Sialkot – Lahore Motorway 
Project (Package – 1) Design of 
V id d D k Sl b B id

Turkpak International 
(Pvt.) Limtied

D 1.40 Nov-07 - - - -
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Annexure – E
List of Key Projects

S  N P j  D i i E l N  f P j V l  S  C d A l D l R  f  D lS. No. Project Description Employer Nature of Project Value 
(PKR 

million)

Start 
Date

Contracted 
Completion 

Date

Actual 
Completion 

Date

Delay Reasons for Delay

15 Design Review Construction 
Supervision of Thakot Bridge 
over River Indus

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

C, Q 17.80 Feb-07 Aug-07 Feb-11 42 months Revision in design had 
been made in order to 
comply the revised 
seismic load factor of
design  Construction design. Construction 
delayed for number of 
reason by the contractor 
and due to release of 
IPC’s to the contractor

16 Feasibility Study and Detailed 
Design for Upgradation, 
Improvement and widening of 

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

F, S, D 4.84 Feb-08 May-08 May-08 - -

Improvement and widening of 
Qila Saifullah-Loralai- Waigum 
Rud section (124 Km of N-70 
including 2 Lane Loralai Bypass

17 Feasibility study & Detailed 
Design of Construction of an 
overhead Bridge on 
RailwayCrossing Khairpur Mir 

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

F, S, D 1.08 Nov-07 Feb-08 Feb-08 - -

Sindh

18 Dualization of National Highway 
N-5 From Pakistan Steel Mills to 
Ghaghar Railway Overhead 
Bridge

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

S, Q, M D, C 6.40 Jun-04 Jan-06 Jan-06 - -

19 Feasibility Study and Detailed 
Design for Four (04) Lane 

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

F, S, D 6.80 Jan-08 May-08 In progress - Design is still in 
progress due to drastic Design for Four (04) Lane 

expressway from Havalian to 
Mansehra (50 Km) including 
Abbottabad Bypass

Authority (NHA) progress due to drastic 
change in scope of 
services

20 Detailed Design and Supervision 
of Construction of scheme 
“Construction / widening of 
bridge at Phulleli, Pinyari & 

District Government 
Hyderabad 
(Directorate of 
Hyderabad 

F, S, Q, D, P, C 15.64 Jan-08 May-09 May-09 - -
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Annexure – E
List of Key Projects

S  N P j  D i i E l N  f P j V l  S  C d A l D l R  f  D lS. No. Project Description Employer Nature of Project Value 
(PKR 

million)

Start 
Date

Contracted 
Completion 

Date

Actual 
Completion 

Date

Delay Reasons for Delay

21 Design of Bridge connecting 
deep draft berth with Manora 
and Bridge connectivity with 
Cargo Village

Karachi Port Trust 
(KPT)

F, S, D, P 111.95 Nov-06 Mar-08 Mar-08 - -

22 Pre-Feasibility Study for 
Construction of (08) Eight 
Bridges over River Indus Linking 
N-5 with N-55

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

F, S 6.13 Jun-06 Sep-06 - - Work delayed due to 
difficulties in access at 
site for survey and 
investigations

23 Design and Construction 
Supervision Bridge over Malir 
River Connecting Shah Faisal 

CDGK S, D, C, Q 32.83 Jun-04 Mar-09 - - Construction delayed by 
the client

Colony & Korangi, Karachi

24 Consultancy
Services for
Improvement
Widening and
Black topping of
Mega Road Project ADP No. 
635 (P k  229 k  i  SWA)

Governor's 
Secretariat (FATA) 
NWFP

S, D 7.26 Jul-04 Dec-04 Apr-06 - Works delayed due to 
extraordinary law and 
order situation in South 
Wazisristan Agency

635 (Package, 229 km in SWA)

25 Bridge and Culvert Inspections 
& Inventory Data Collection for 
BMS on the NH Network

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

S, M 37.99 Feb-06 Oct-06 Jan-07 4 months Work delayed due to 
weather condition as 
the area of activities 
spread on vast area 
covering entire Pakistan

26 Karachi Northern Bypass Project 
(KNBP)

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

C, Q 8.20 Sep-02 Mar-04 Sep-05 17 months Work delayed by the 
Client

27 Dualization of National Highway 
from Pakistan Steel to Ghaggar 

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

S, D 0.50 Jan-02 May-02 May-02 - -
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Annexure – E
List of Key Projects

S  N P j  D i i E l N  f P j V l  S  C d A l D l R  f  D lS. No. Project Description Employer Nature of Project Value 
(PKR 

million)

Start 
Date

Contracted 
Completion 

Date

Actual 
Completion 

Date

Delay Reasons for Delay

28 Design of Railway Overhead 
Bridge at Kotri (N-5)

National Highway 
Authority (NHA)

F, S, D 0.38 May-02 Jun-10 - - Project is not yet 
finalized due to 
intervention of local 
representative and 
influential individuals. 
Number of schemes 
have been developed 
and submitted for 
approval

Legends :  Nature of projects Legends :  Nature of projects 

· Feasibility : F
· Survey & Investigations : S
· Quality Control : Q
· Project Monitoring : M
· O & M : O
· Design : D Design : D
· Procurement : P
· Construction supervision : C
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Annexure – F
Notice to the Reader

Notice to reader
 This report has been prepared by KPMG Taseer Hadi & Co.

(KPMG) solely for the purpose of providing reasonable assurance
to ASP, RSPN/the Client that A.A. Associates has an acceptable
organizational structure organizational and management structure,
accounting, financial management systems and other systems of
i l l li bili i ll

 For the foregoing reasons this report cannot in any way serve as a
substitute for other enquiries and procedures that others would (or
should) otherwise undertake and judgments others must make for
the purpose of satisfying themselves regarding any matters of
interest to others regarding this report or the Client or any other
purpose. Apart from the addressees and their reliance on this report,

l h ld l f h hiinternal controls, quality assurance capabilities, as well as
acceptable policies, procedures and practices. KPMG has been
mandated by the ASP, RSPN to perform pre-award assessment
on the Firm in accordance with the Task Order shared with KPMG
through email dated 05 August 2011. This report contains our
findings, based on our field work up to 9 September 2011. We
have not undertaken to update our report for events or
circumstances arising after that date.
Thi t i li it d t th t t i t k d

no-one else should rely for any purpose whatsoever upon this report.
 In accordance with its policy, KPMG advises that neither it nor any

Partners or employees undertakes responsibility arising in any way
whatsoever, to any person other than the management of the Client
in respect of the matters dealt with in this report, including any
errors or omissions therein, arising through negligence or otherwise,
howsoever caused.

 This report is limited to the scope set out in our task order.
Accordingly, there may be other issues of interest to the Client
which may not be included in this report.

 This report is confidential and for the internal use of the Client
only. It is not to be distributed or to be referred or quoted, in
whole or in part, without our prior written consent except as
specifically provided in our work order. KPMG does not accept or
assume responsibility to anyone other than the addressees of
thi t f it k f thi t f j d tthis report, for its work, for this report or for any judgments,
findings, conclusions, recommendations or opinions that KPMG
has formed or made. The work was undertaken and this report
was issued, on agreed terms of engagement, in order that we
might state to the addressees those matters on which it agreed
to report and for no other purpose.

 KPMG’s work and this report were not planned or prepared in
contemplation, or for the purpose, of anyone other than the
dd ’ i t t d Th f it f ibladdressees’ interests or needs. Therefore, items of possible

interest to others may not have been specifically addressed for
the purposes of this report. The use of professional judgment,
and the assessment of issues or their relevance (as appropriate)
for the purpose of KPMG’s work and this report, mean that
matters may have existed that would have been assessed
differently by others for their purposes. We do not warrant or
represent that the information in this report is appropriate for their
p rposes This report as not created for and sho ld not be
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Annexure – F
Notice to the Reader (cont..)

Program Description
 In accordance with the terms of reference and PD as per task

order shared with KPMG through email dated 05 August 2011,
we have performed pre-award assessment of A.A. Associates.

 The procedures we performed were based on our agreement
with the PD. The management of the Client have confirmed that
h d ill b ffi i f h i W kthese procedures will be sufficient for their purpose. We make no

representation regarding the sufficiency of these procedures for
the addressees’ purpose.

 Our comments are based on the work carried out on the basis of
information provided by the Firm, the stakeholders and other
publicly available information. The information provided by the
stakeholders and the Firm included the information made
available during our fieldwork in premises of the Firm.
W d tt ti t th f ll i i ifi t tt We draw your attention to the following significant matters:
– The findings of the procedures performed are presented in

this report. The procedures performed do not constitute an
audit and had we performed additional procedures or
conducted an audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards, other matters might have come to our
attention which we would have reported to the addressees.

– We have indicated within our report the sources of the
i f ti t d W h t ht t t bli h thinformation presented. We have not sought to establish the
reliability of these sources by reference to independent
evidence. We have analyzed the information made available
and to the extent possible, have satisfied ourselves that the
information presented is consistent with other information
provided to us during the course of our work.

– All analysis, conclusions or assessments have inherent
limitations since they are based on un-verified information.
O di f th d t d l t d– Our reading of the documents and relevant records was
limited to those provided to us by the Firm and the
stakeholders and other publicly available information. In
performing our work, we have assumed the genuineness of
all signatures and the authenticity of all documents submitted
to us, whether original or copies.
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Annexure – G
Synopsis of Major Projects

Project name Consultancy services for feasibility study & detailed design for up-gradation, improvement and widening of Qila 
Saifullah Waigun Rud (124 km) of N–70 including 2-Lane Loralai Bypass. 

Name of client National Highway Authority

Associated companies -

Start date Feb-08

Completion date May 08Completion date May-08

Professional staff 10

Man months 10

Approx. value of 
service PKR 4.839 million

The survey comprises of;
- Alignment study and improvement at sharp curve and in built up areas,

D t il d t i  d i  d d i  f  i t f i t ti

Description of project

- Detailed geometric design and design for improvement of intersections,
- Road furniture, topographic survey and pavement design,
- Traffic counts/ survey, present and future capacity analysis,
- Axle load survey and existing road condition survey,
- Detailed soil investigation/ geo-technical investigation and design for structures,
- Highway safety audit report, material survey and hydrology survey,
- Detailed report on construction machinery required during construction phase,
- Environmental impact assessment and preparation of PC-1,

P ti  f d t il d f ibilit  t  t d  d t  d t ti t- Preparation of detailed feasibility report, tender documents and cost estimates,
- Construction drawings and project definition plan, and
- Land acquisition folders and utility and infrastructuring folders.

Project name Construction supervision of approach roads and river training works for bridge over River Indus connecting 
Larkana and Khairpur (Package I & IV)

Name of client National Highway Authority

Associated companiesAssociated companies -

Start date May-10

Completion date In progress - Pace of work is effected due to flood of 2010 and due to release of payments to the contractor.

Professional staff 21

Man months 308

Approx. value of 
service

PKR 18.824 million
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Description of project Resident construction supervision to ensure high quality construction in conformity with the approved 
engineering design, technical specifications, agreed work schedules and within the terms and conditions of 
Contract Document and as per sound engineering practice, within the stipulated time, allocated budget.



Annexure – G
Synopsis of Major Projects

Project Name Detailed design and construction supervision for bridge over river Indus linking Kandhot on n-55 with ghotki on 
n-5

Name of Client National Highway Authority

Start Date Apr-10

C l i  D A 2Completion Date Apr-12

Value of Services Rs. 68.623 million

Objective of the 
project

To provide East-West link between the two largest North-South traffic corridors of the country, across the river 
Indus between N-55 and N-5. The bridge would also contribute towards the development of the area west of 
River Indus.

Reconnaissance Survey, Topographic Survey, Riverine Survey, Traffic Survey, Soil Investigation, Material 

Description of the 
Services

Survey, Alignment Survey, Hydraulic Study, Traffic Study, Environmental Study, Feasibility Study, 
Establishment of Design Criteria, Bridge Design and other Structures, Approach Road (structural and 
geometrics), Pavement Design, River Training and protection works, Strom water Drainage, Tender documents 
and BOQ, Engineers Estimate, PC-I and Feasibility study, Construction Drawings and Development of TOR for 
Hydraulic Model Study.

Project Name Construction Supervision of Amri-Kazi Ahmed Bridge over River Indus along with approach Roads and River 
T i i  W kTraining Works.

Name of Client National Highway Authority

Start Date May-10

Completion Date May-12

Value of Services Rs. 44.549 Million

Objective of the 
project

To ensure that high quality construction is achieved,
To demonstrate the efficiency of contract administration, andproject To demonstrate the efficiency of contract administration, and
To provide qualified professional and supporting staff.

Description of the 
Services

Resident Construction supervision to ensure conformity with the approved engineering design, technical 
specifications, agreed work schedules and within terms and conditions of contract document. Project is 
divided into four contract packages:
Package 1: Construction of Bridge over River Indus approach road from Amri to Bridge Site
Package 2: Approach Road from Bridge to Qazi Ahmed
Package 3: Construction of Right Guide Bank from Right Abutment of Bridge
Package 4: Construction of Left Bridge from Left Abutment of Bridge
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Package 4: Construction of Left Bridge from Left Abutment of Bridge.



Annexure – G
Synopsis of Major Projects

Project name Consultancy Services for Construction of 50 Cusecs Drainage of Waste Water / Effluent Channel from mining 
area of Thar Coal Field

Project cost Rs. PKR 4422.757 million 

Name of client Sindh Irrigation and drainage Authority

Associated companies -

Start date Mar 11Start date Mar-11

Completion date Jun-11

Professional staff -

Man months -

Approx. value of 
service -

Survey comprises of:

Description of project

- Detailed site condition surveys, established survey monuments, conduct ground, GPS, Arial / satellite surveys
- In addition where ever investigation required for the preparation of engineering estimate and further survey 
will be suggested accordingly subject to the availability of funds or if deemed necessary funds will be arranged 
accordingly
- Conduct initial social and environment assessments as per criteria and if necessary suggested the mitigation 
measure to address the respective issues.
- Suggest the economical, sustainable, ensured options and propose the best alignment of the said channel 
and get approval for competent authority.
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Annexure – H
Testing of Compliance with Quality Manual (Purchases)

S. 
No Control Description

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5 Sample 6 Sample 7 Sample 8 Sample 9 Sample 
10

Sample 
11

Sample 
12

PV05110
059

PV12090
148

PV01100
158

PV02100
117

PV01110
103

PV05110
095 PO357 PV04100

126
PV07110

043
PV02110

094
PV08110

088 PO355

1 Suppliers are evaluated and a list 
of approved suppliers is prepared. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A     

2

User departments prepare 
purchase requisition when they 
require any material/service and 
ensure that specifications of 
material/service requisitioned are 
clearly defined and/or supported by 
the samples or drawings.

x x x x x x x x x x x x

3
Quotations are received from 
approved list of suppliers/ service 
providers. 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A  N/A x x x x

4

Supplier is selected by partner and 
purchase order is raised and is 
signed by partner. In case of 
purchases of services, contract is            
signed with service provider by 
authorized signatories (Nominated 
by partners).

5

Equipment and/ or stationery items 
are received at stores with invoice. 
Stores personnel checks the 
quantity of the items received with 

h  d  I   f i  
      N/A     N/A

purchase order. In case of services 
invoice is approved by relevant 
partner.

6
Finance department prepares 
Payment voucher and cheque and 
is signed by partner.

      N/A     N/A
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Annexure – I
Testing of Suppliers and Subcontractors Evaluation Forms

S. No. Control Description
Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5 Sample 6 Sample 7

LSM HBS NC SPL AW BCI GRM

Supplier evaluation form contains following details:

1 Name of the Company       

2 Contact Person       

3 Address       

4 Telephone Number       

5 Legal Status       

6 Detail of emplo ees X      6 Detail of employees X      

7 List of machines/measuring equipment in the 
process (in case of hiring the services) X    X  

8 Other Offices/Branches X    X  

9 Description of Product/Services       

10 Name and address of principals (if any) X X   X  

11 Names of your customers for supply of similar 
products       

12 Number of years in this business X X    X 

13 ISO certification       

14 Other certifications       

15 Lead time       

16 Company seal       

17 Signature of preparer X X X X X X

Si  f X X X X X X X
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18 Signature of manager X X X X X X X

19 Signature of partner X X X X X X X



Annexure – J
Summary of Firm’s HR Procedures

Staff Recruitment Process
 At AA Associates recruitment and selection process is normally

project based for all the project staff, where as recruitment and
selection process for administrative staff is initiated as and when
the need to hire new employee(s) is identified by the
management. This process may also be initiated in situations

h i ( ) i i i ( ) l

– Additional personal information
– Professional referee’s
– Personal referee’s
– Undertaking

 Initial screening of the employees is conducted by HR and Admin
Manager. These identified candidates are selected after their

f l l i h hsuch as retirement(s), service termination(s), employee
resignation(s) or unusual business requirements leading to
manpower expansion.

 The project staff (number of staff and nature of job) is determined
by the Principal Engineer and Principal Architect based on the
nature of project and their past experience on such projects.
Sometimes these details are provided by the Client itself (i.e.
how many people to be employed and for what purpose to hire
th th j t) Th d t il f t h i l t ff t b

successful evaluation through
– Interviews and
– One day on-job evaluation based on the position specific

activities and tasks
 All the interviews for administrative staff are conducted by HR and

Admin Manager, where as for technical staff, interview is conducted
by respective head. Moreover, for technical staff such as CAD
operators one day job evaluation is also conducted. Based on the
b l ti t h i did t i d d f A t Dthem on the project). These details of technical staff to be

deployed on a project are addressed in the project agreement for
each respective project, which is approved by the Partner of the
Firm and the Client.

 After the project agreement is signed, HR and Admin Manager
tries to fulfill these Manpower requirement from the idle
resources available (staff which has just completed the previous
project), if not available then advertisement for the technical staff
i l d i th Eli ibl l h h

above evaluation techniques candidate is graded from A+ to D
grade.

 All candidate evaluations are documented on “Candidate Interview
and Assessment Form”. Evaluation assessment of the candidates
along with the recommendation for candidates to be hired is
forwarded to the Partner for hiring. The Partner selects the
employees to be hired and approves their recruitment.

 Once the candidates are hired “Joining reports” are filled by the
l h t i d b th S iis placed in the newspaper. Eligible employees who have

satisfactory work history with the Firm on other projects and are
currently unemployed are also contacted by HR and Admin
Manager for the project.

 Candidates seeking employment are required to provide
comprehensive personal details on the “Employment Forms”
along with copies of educational transcripts and past employment
testimonials (if available). The details provided in the employment
f i l d th f ll i

new employees who are counter signed by the Supervisor,
containing following details:
– Name of the project for which hired.
– Date of joining the project.
– Position in which capacity he/ she is working.
– Personal and Professional details.

 Candidates that successfully clear the interview and task evaluation
are offered employment as per rules of firm. New employees

d th (3) th b ti t i t th i fi tiform include the following:
– Personal information
– Educational qualifications
– Professional trainings, certificates, diplomas
– Language proficiency
– Computer literacy
– Professional memberships and affiliations
– Extracurricular activities, achievements

Professional e perience

undergo a three (3) month probation term prior to their confirmation
as a permanent employee of the Firm.

Pay and incentives
 The salary, leaves and other benefits/ entitlements for on-site staff

depends upon the terms and conditions agreed with the client.
Moreover, the salary, leaves and other entitlements for head office
staff is mentioned in the contract as per the negotiations with the
employee.
Salar of the ne emplo ees is determined on the basis of c rrent
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– Professional experience
– Details of past salary

 Salary of the new employees is determined on the basis of current
market and negotiations carried out with the new employee during
recruitment process depending upon the candidate's potential and
experience as assessed by the partner In-charge of interview.



Annexure – J
Summary of Firm’s HR Procedures (cont..)

 Promotions/ bonuses are based on the employee evaluation.
Based upon the evaluation of employee's performance a
performance grade is assigned to each employee. On the basis of
the grade assigned to each employee (ranging from A+ to D)
increment/ pay rise is awarded to the employees as per approved
incremental sheet, which is pre-approved by the partner annually.
M l f AA A i h b id d i h Moreover, employees of AA Associates have been provided with
group insurance facility which covers the following:
– Medical
– Life
– Long-term disability

 At A.A Associates they have three types of leaves available as
per their leave policy:
– Earned Leaves.

C l L– Casual Leaves.
– Sick Leaves.

 Moreover, at the end of year unutilized leaves lapses except for
earned leaves which are encashed. Normally, employees are
granted 15 days as earned leaves, 7 days as casual leaves and 12
days as sick leaves.

 There is a practice for overtime compensation in form of earned
leaves. Job Incharge informs the HR and Admin Manager about
th l d i ti l ith th li t fthe employees doing overtime along with the client name for
which they are doing overtime and obtains the approval from Hr
& Admin Manager. The overtime is compensated through
increasing the earned leaves of the employee, which if not
availed is encashed and provided to employee.

 There is no formal travel policy, however travel arrangements for
each specific project are agreed with the client through project
agreement, providing all the details of travelling with allocated
b d tbudget.

Retirement, Termination and Cessation of Employment
 Retirement age is 60 years which could be extended up to age of

70 years depending upon the discretion of partners. At time of
the retirement, ex-gratia benefit (gratuity fund) is provided to the
employee, to head office staff and to only those field staff where
it is mentioned in the project agreement.
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Annexure – K
Testing of Compliance with Quality Manual (Recruitment Process)

Testing Sheet of Recruitment Process

Sr. No. Name of Employee Designation
Date of 
Joining

Position 
Profile

Application 
for 

Employment

Candidate 
Interview and 
Assessment 

Sheet

Contract/ 
Agreement/ 

Formal Letter

Joining 
Report

Employment 
Form

Copy of 
CNIC

Copy of 
Degrees

1 Miss Fatima Ahmed Design Engineer 25-Aug-08        

2 Rabia Khan Engineer 19-Dec-05        

3 Tajally Kayani Engineer 4-Mar-09        

4 Hina Zeeshan Design Engineer 22-Dec-08        

5 Umair Butt Junior Engineer 1-Feb-09        

6 Nadeem Jamal Asst. Resident Engineer 10-Jun-03        

7 Syed Jamal Ahmed Material Engineer 28-Apr-10        

8 Muhammad Sajjad Arain Resident Engineer 10-May-11        

9 Irshad Ali Kalhoro Resident Engineer 21-Jan-09        

10 Hina Ashraf Design Engineer 11-Jun-07        

11 Barkat Ali Quershi Quantity Surveyor 1-Sep-07        

12 Uwais Nabi Baig Piling Engineer 28-Apr-10        
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Annexure – L
Projects’ Employee Turnover for the Year 2010-2011

Number of Employees Resigned

Designation Year of Leaving Employees Resigned
A.R.E 2010 4
Assist: Manager Procure 2010 1

Number of Employees Hired

Designation Year of Hiring Employees Hired
Computer Operator 2010 2

Employee Turnover for the Year 2010-2011

Assist: Manager Procure. 2010 1
CAD Optr. 2010 1
Chief Surveyor 2010 1
Comp. Operator 2010 4
COOK 2010 1
Engineer 2010 6

Engineer 2010 4

Assistant Resident Engineer 2010 6

Lab. Technician 2010 10

Material Engineer 2010 4

Office Assistant 2010 2

Quantity Inspector 2010 3
IT Assistant 2010 1
Lab Technician 2010 3
Material Engineer 2010 7
Material Inspector 2010 2
Quantity Surveyor 2010 2
Office Boy 2010 1

y p

Site Inspector 2010 17

Survey Helper 2010 3

Surveyor 2010 8

Total 59

Site Inspector 2011 1

Resident Engineer 2010 2
Site Inspector 2010 6
Survey Helper 2010 2
Surveyor 2010 7
Total 51

Lab Technician 2011 2

Lab. Technician 2011 1

Total 2

Lab Technician 2011 2
Engineer 2011 1
Quantity Surveyor 2011 1
Resident Engineer 2011 1
S. Q. S. 2011 1
Security Guard 2011 1
Site Inspector 2011 2
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Site Inspector 2011 2
Surveyor 2011 2
Total 11



Annexure – M
Staffing Analysis on Current Projects

Staffing Analysis on Current Projects

STAFFING ANALYSIS DELPOYED ON CURRENT PROJECTS

Designation Required Staff Actual Deployed
LARKANA DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE I & IV

STAFFING ANALYSIS DELPOYED ON CURRENT PROJECTS

Designation Required Staff Actual Deployed
AMRI-QAZI AHMED BRIDGE OVER RIVER INDUS ALONGWITH APPROACH 

Lab Technician 1 1
Material Engineer 1 1
Material Inspector 1 1
Resident Engineer 1 1
Site Inspector 4 4
Sr. Qty. Surveyor 2 2
S 2 2

AMRI QAZI AHMED BRIDGE OVER RIVER INDUS ALONGWITH APPROACH 
ROADS AND RIVER TRAINING WORKS (PACK-2)
ARE (Highways) 1
ARE (Structure) 1
Computer Operator 1
Lab Technician 4 4
Material Engineer 1

Surveyor 2 2
Total 12 11
AMRI-QAZI AHMED BRIDGE OVER RIVER INDUS ALONGWITH APPROACH 
ROADS AND RIVER TRAINING WORKS (PACK-1)
ARE (Highways) 1 1
ARE (Structure) 1 1
Asst. Quantity Surveyor 1

Resident Engineer 1 1
Site Inspector 4 5
Surveyor 2 2
Total 11 16
RING ROAD PESHAWAR
A.R.E 1 1

Asst. Quantity Surveyor 1
Deputy Coordinator 1 1
Geotechnical Engineer 1
Lab. Technician 4 2
Material Engineer 1 1
Pilling Engineer 1 1
Quantity Surveyor 1

C.OPREATOR 2
INSPECTOR 3 3
LAB TECH 2 4
M.ENGINEER 1 1
Q.SURVEYOR 1 3
RESIDENT ENGINEER 1 1
SITE INSPECTOR 1 1Site Inspector 4 4

Surveyor 2 1
Total 18 12

SITE INSPECTOR 1 1
SURVEYOR 2 2
Total 12 18
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Annexure – N
Risk Rating Matrix

Capacities and systems fully satisfy minimum requirements.

System weaknesses and capacity gaps pose some manageable risks and certain strengthening measures must be 
completed before the first disbursement.

LowLow

MediumMedium

System weaknesses and Capacity gaps pose major risks which must be addressed to ensure that the risks have been 
mitigated to manageable levels before the first disbursement 

HighHigh

Capacity

Satisfactory Manageable Need 
improvement

 

Functions of the Firm are rated high, medium and low risk depending
upon capacity, system and internal controls of the operations for the
identified core functions i.e.. Governance and Management Structure,
Financial Management and Accountability System, Procurement System,
Human Resource, Absorptive Capacity and Monitoring & Evaluation.
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